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A selection of work appearing in this Dissertation has been
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1. "Metallic Impurities in Spectroscopic Carbon Electrodes", J. W.
Robinson and G. D. Hindman, Spectroscopy Letters,

I69 (1972).

2. "Nonflame Atomic Absorption in the Vacuum Ultraviolet Region; the
Direct Determination of Mercury in Air at the 184.9 11111 Resonance
Line", J. W. Robinson, P. J. Slevin, G. D. Hindman, and D. K.
Wolcott, Analytica Chimica Acta, 61, 431 (1972).
3 . "Correction for Background Absorption in Atomic Absorption Spec
troscopy Utilizing Carbon Atomizers", J. W. Robinson, G. D. Hindman,
and P. J. Slevin, Analytica Chimica Acta, in press.
The papers presented at the following meetings were based in
part on work from this Dissertation.
1.

"Continuous Monitoring of Metals in Air” , J. W. Robinson, G. Hindman,
P. Slevin, and D . Wolcott, 11th Annual Meeting of the Society of
Applied Spectroscopy, Dallas, Texas, September 1972.

2. "Determination of Metals with Resonance Lines in the Vacuum Ultra
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ABSTRACT
A flameless atomic absorption instrument in which air is
drawn over r.f. heated carbon contained in a quartz atomizer-cell was
used to determine mercury and arsenic in ambient air.

Studies to deter

mine metallic impurities in spectroscopic carbon and the extent of
molecular absorption for a variety of solvents were performed.
Spectroscopic carbon electrodes were found to contain metallic
impurities of arsenic, cadmium, copper, iron, lead, mercury, selenium,
and zinc.

The impurities appeared to be present on the carbon surface

as well as in the carbon matrix.

Neutron activation analysis was used

to confirm the presence of these impurities.

Some evidence for quartz

contamination was detected.
Mercury concentrations in ambient air were measured with a
sensitivity of 0 .1 |ig/m3 by means of the 1 8 ^ .9
than the more commonly employed 253*7

line.

resonance line rather
The analytical usefulness

of atomic absorption resonance lines which lie in the vacuum ultraviolet
portion of the spectrum was thereby demonstrated.

The 18^.9 nm line

was found to be more sensitive than the 253*7 nm line for mercury
samples introduced into the atomizer-cell.

Air sautrated with mercury

vapor was found to provide a simple and effective means of calibration.
The sensitivities of several mercury radiation sources were studied and
a fused Hg2Cl2 hollow cathode used in a Barnes Glomax demountable system
was found to be the most sensitive of the lamps surveyed.

An increase

in sensitivity was noted when mercury vapor was contained in the unheated
rather than the heated atomizer-cell.
The three resonance lines for arsenic which lie in the vacuum
ultraviolet were compared to see which was most sensitive for ambient
ix

air measurements.

The 189-0 nm line was found to exhibit the highest

sensitivity; the 1 93-7 and 197-2 nm lines provided successively lower
sensitivities.

Attempts to calibrate the instrument using arsenic tri

chloride, arsine, a platinum loop injector, carbon disks and direct
injection of solutions were unsuccessful.

A possible arsenic-carbon

interaction was postulated.
Molecular and atomic signals from water, benzene, toluene,
heptane, formic acid, acetone, butyl amine, and methyl isobutyl ketone
were measured at the wavelengths of commonly employed atomic resonance
lines between 184.9 and 422.6 nm.
tain elemental contaminants.

Several solvents were found to con

The molecular absorption at wavelengths

shorter than 217-0 nm was small but significant, especially for water.
At wavelengths longer than 217-0 nm molecular absorption was non
existent or very small.

Atomic absorption measurements could be made

in this wavelength region by means of the continuous carbon atomizer
described, and no background correction was necessary.

x

I.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this investigation as initially conceived was
to demonstrate the usefulness of the apparatus developed in these
laboratories1 ’2 for the continuous monitoring of metallic pollutants
in the ambient atmosphere.

The current concern regarding the environ

ment and the lack of information about the level of many pollutants
has been well documented.

The report entitled "Cleaning Our Environ

ment, The Chemical Basis for Action" published by the American Chemical
Society in 1969, lists three general problem areas which demand atten
tion.3

One area is the primitive nature of our knowledge of how long

term, low-level exposure to pollutants affects living things.

The

second area reflects the even more primitive condition of our knowledge
of the ecological effects of pollutants.

A third problem area involves

the analytical chemical methods that are used to monitor, control, and
study the environment.

It is clear that progress toward collecting

meaningful data relative to the first two of these areas depends pri
marily on progress in the third area, development of analytical methods.
This Dissertation is directed toward solving one aspect of the third
problem area mentioned above; the development of an analytical method
for the continuous monitoring of metallic pollutants is the problem
studied in this work.
A review of information available concerning the level of
metallic pollutants in the ambient atmosphere indicates that the con
centration levels are extremely low.

The majority of these metals are

present in concentrations below 1 p,g/m3 .

The average concentration

for arsenic is quoted at 0.02 |j,g/m3 , lead as 0.79 jj.g/m3 , and cadmium
as 0.002 (j,g/m3 .4

The ideal analytical method for detection of metallic

pollutants would involve an instrument capable of sampling the ambient
air on a continuous basis and reading out immediately the concentration
of the pollutant about which information is desired.

The low levels of

metallic pollutants makes this a difficult task indeed.

An instrument

with the ability to detect extremely small amounts of such metals is
required if continuous monitoring is to be achieved.

Unfortunately,

the majority of instruments available currently do not possess suffi
cient sensitivity to analyze air on a continuous basis.

Consequently,

one is forced to sample large volumes of air over long time periods in
order to collect sufficient sample to analyze.

This procedure, of

course, can give only average concentrations over the time periods in
volved.
Metallic pollutants are believed to be present primarily in
particulate form rather than in a gaseous state.

Molecules containing

metal atoms or free atoms formed at the pollution source would move
rather rapidly at ambient temperatures because of their small size.
This would result in a large number of collisions, either among the
species themselves or with larger dust and ash particles. 5

In either

event, this process would lead to substantial amounts of the metallic
pollutant being incorporated into particulates in the atmosphere.
must be recognized that

few

It

firm data exist to substantiate this

notion because few instruments exist which are capable of sampling for
the total metal concentration on a continuous basis.

Rather, one is

forced to separate the particulate matter from air and hope that most
of the metallic pollutant of interest is contained in the particulates
collected.

Recent data6 indicate

that approximately 70$ of the metals

in particulates are present in particles smaller than
makes sample collection difficult.

1

micron.

This

The three major sampling techniques for atmospheric particu
lates all have shortcomings.

The major disadvantage is the fact that

these techniques do not give a continuous accounting of the pollutant
level, but give an average concentration.
2k hours.

Typical sampling times are

Where the level of particulate matter is high, satisfactory

samples may be obtained in 6 -8 hours or less. 7
technique is absorption by a liquid impinger.

The first sampling
The drawbacks of this

method are incomplete absorption and small diameter particulates which
pass through unabsorbed because they are not wetted by the liquid.
Electrostatic precipitators are also used to collect particulates.
However, they are fairly complex and expensive, require electrical
power, and frequently produce noxious gases (ozone) while in operation.
The third and most widely used technique for collecting particulates
is filtration.

Filter materials frequently contain impurity elements8

and are less than 100$ efficient. 9

Analysis of particulates collected

on filters presents a twofold problem; one is the choice of a suffi
ciently sensitive analytical method, and the other is the pretreatment
of the sample.
Atomic absorption spectroscopy has been shown to possess ad
vantages for analysis of particulates. 8

Optical emission spectroscopy

requires complicated methodology, a large capital outlay for the in
strument, and highly trained personnel. 10

X-ray fluorescence spectros

copy, while satisfactory for analysis of major constituents, suffers
from complications due to interelement effects and preparation of
proper standards. 11

Nuclear methods of particulate analysis have

several advantages in terms of sensitivity and specificity. 12" 15
However, the methods involve expensive reactor facilities, sophisti
cated theory and application; in addition, there is frequently adverse
public reaction.

4
Sample pretreatment of particulate materials prior to analysis
usually involves removal of organic matter and conversion of the metals
to soluble salts by ashing.
during pretreatment?

Losses of many metals are known to occur

Additionally, procedures for some metals involve

extraction or use of chelating agents.

Not only are these steps time

consuming, but the possibility of sample loss or contamination increases
with the number of reagents employed and steps performed.
Clearly, an instrument capable of analyzing for metallic
pollutants on a continuous basis would circumvent many of the problems
described in the preceding paragraphs.

The development and use of an

atomic absorption instrument capable of continuous monitoring is the
subject of this Dissertation.
Mercury and arsenic were chosen as the metallic pollutants to
be studied by means of the instrument mentioned.

The measurement of

signals attributed to these metals in ambient air proves to be of little
use unless this signal level can be related to the concentration of the
pollutant.

Accordingly, much of the effort in this study was directed

toward calibrating the apparatus for mercury and arsenic signals.
Additionally, it was thought desirable to investigate the
feasibility of utilizing resonance lines in the vacuum-ultraviolet
region of the spectrum for routine analytical work in flameless atomic
absorption atomizers.

The mercury 184.9 1,111 and fche arsenic 189.0,

193*7 > and 197-2 nm resonance lines seemed to provide good opportunities
to utilize the vacuum ultraviolet for some analytical measurements.

The

primary reason for this interest was the promise of increased sensitivity
when using these resonance lines, especially in the case of the mercury
184.9 0,11 line.

The analytical work in atomic absorption published before

this study was begun had used the spin forbidden resonance line at
nm.

It was known, however, that the oscillator strength of the

184.9 11111 resonance line was about fifty times greater than the 25 3.7 nm
line. 16

Subsequent work has demonstrated that increased sensitivity is

possible if the 184.9™! line is used. 17* 18

Based on available information,

it was felt that an increase in sensitivity might also be achieved by
using the I8 9 .O nm resonance line for arsenic rather than the more
commonly employed 193*7 nm line.
In the course of any investigation many interesting related
projects are noted, and two of these which seemed to demand further
study are reported here.

In determining operating parameters, metallic

impurities in the spectroscopic carbon were noticed.

Accordingly, a

limited survey of the extent of this contamination was undertaken.

In

the process of searching for a suitable means of calibration for arsenic,
both aqueous and nonaqueous solvents were used.

A survey of the mole

cular background contributed by a selected list of solvents was studied
in the wavelength region from 184.9 to 422.6 nm.

II.
A.

DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT

Introduction
The basic apparatus used throughout this work has been pre

viously described in the literature. 1 > 2 j18

The apparatus is an atomic

absorption instrument with the conventional components, except that the
atomizer section consists of radio frequency heated carbon contained
in a quartz cell rather than the traditional flame.
In atomic absorption spectroscopy the absorption of radiation
by an element is proportional to the number of ground state atoms in
the light path.

An increase in the analytical sensitivity of this

method requires that the number of absorbing atoms in the light path
be increased.

For any given sample

concentration introduced into an

atomic absorption atomizer there are only two factors which can be
varied to effect an increase in the number of absorbing atoms:

the

light path can be lengthened, or the atomizer efficiency can be in
creased.
Improved sensitivity has been reported by many workers by
use of long absorption tubes. 19" 23

The free atoms produced by the

atomizer are concentrated and retained in the light path for increased
time periods by this technique.

It has been verified that atoms pro

duced in a flame have increased lifetimes24 in these tubes, but lengths
greater than one meter show no further advantage. 25

T-shaped quartz

absorption tubes have been shown to give sensitivity increases of ten
to fifteen-fold. 26

Robinson has reported sensitivities of O.OOI 3 ppm

for lead and 0.0004 ppm for cadmium and 0 .5 ppm for mercury utilizing
a T-shaped quartz adapter for a flame. 27

6

The apparatus described in

this work employs a T-shaped quartz absorption cell with a long path
length to take advantage of the possible increases in sensitivity.
The use of flames as atomizers in commercially available
atomic absorption equipment has persisted since the introduction of
the technique by Walsh in 1955* 28

Although a nonflame atomizer was

described by L'vov29 in I96I, and Robinson pointed out in I96630 that
flames had been exploited nearly to their limit, it was not until 1970
that commercially available nonflame atomizers were introduced.
flame has several disadvantages as an atomizer.

The

First, the combustion

products from most fuels make flame atomizers difficult to use in the
vacuum ultraviolet portion of the spectrum.

Further, most of the

sample atoms introduced into the flame do not reach

the lightpath as

free absorbing atoms; Robinson calculates that only

1 atom in106in

troduced into the flame is available in the ground state to absorb
incident radiation from the hollow cathode. 31
The effort to increase atomization efficiency in atomic
absorption has centered around carbon, which is used in various con
figurations.

L'vov's work, based on a modification of a graphite

furnace developed by King, 32

has already been mentioned.

ports sensitivity data (grams for 1$ absorption) of
Zn at 213.8 nm,
253*7 nm. 33

He re

5 x 10“ 14 for

4 x 10” 14 for Mn at 279*5 nm, 8 x 10“ 11 for Hg at

Two other atomizers which used carbon for atomization

were reported in I969 at the Atomic Absorption Conference in Sheffield,
England.
West.

One was the carbon filament atomizer developed by T. S.

The other was the carbon rod atomizer developed by Robinson34

which will be described in a later section in detail, as it was
the early version of the instrument used in this Dissertation.
West's carbon filament atomizer was modified by Varian Techtron

laboratories and is now available commercially as the model 61 Carbon
Rod Atomizer.

Sensitivities (g/1$ absorption) claimed for this device

are 3 .5 x 10“ 13 for Zn, 6.7 x 10" 13 for Mn, and 3.4 x 10" 10 for Hg.
Another device which uses carbon for atomization involves a modifica
tion by Welz35 of the Massmann method. 3 6 *37

This atomizer has been

developed commercially by Perkin-Elmer Corporation and is marketed as
the HGA-70 Graphite Furnace.

Sensitivities for this atomizer (g/l$

absorption) are quoted as 2.1 x 10" 12 for Zn, 7 x 10" 12 for Mn, and
15 x 10~9 for Hg. 38

A recent review of advances in atomic absorption

instrumentation gives a complete description of the development and
operating parameters of nonflame atomizers. 39

Clearly, atomization

efficiency is increased by utilizing nonflame carbon atomizers in
atomic absorption spectroscopy.
A block diagram of the equipment employed in this Disserta
tion is shown in Figure 1.

A list of the components used is given in

Table I.

B.

Operating Principles
1.

Robinson Carbon Rod Atomizer
The heart of the system is the unique atomizer-absorption

cell design.

The atomizer-cell is a T-shaped piece fashioned from

fused quartz and is shown in Figures 2 and 3*

The cell design in

Figure 2 was used for the investigation of mercury and the carbon rod
study.

Figure 3 shows three views of a similar cell with a smaller

diameter which was used for the arsenic and molecular absorption
studies.

Either ambient or clean air can be drawn through the air

inlet by means of an air pump connected
with Tygon tubing.

A flow-meter

to

was used

the

exhaust

ports

between the exhaust ports

FIGURE I
BLOCK DIAGRAM OF APPARATUS

o o ooo

1. S o u rce
2. C h o p p e r
3. P la n o — convex Lens
4. A i r In le t System

6. Atom i z e r - c e l l

IO . D e te c to r Power Supply

7. Flow m eter
8. A i r Pump
9. D e te c t o r

I I . M onochrom ator
12 . A m p l if ier
13. Recorder

5. R.F. C oils

9

TABLE I
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
Monochromator:

Jarrel-Ash Model 82-500, 0.5 meter Ebert Scanning.

Radiation Sources:

Detectors;

1.

Barnes Glomax Demountable Hollow Cathode Lamp
System.

2.

Ultraviolet Products Hg pen lamp.

3.

General Electric 0Z 45II Ozone Lamp.

4.

Perkin-Elmer Hg Hollow Cathode.

5.

Beckman Hydrogen Lamp.

6.

Beckman Deuterium Lamp, No. 96280.

7.

Westinghouse As Hollow Cathode.

1.

Jarrel-Ash Model R106 photomultiplier.

2.

R.C.A. 1P28 photomultiplier.

Detector Power Supply:
Amplifier:

Recorder:
Chopper:

Hewlett-Packard Harrison Model 65l5~A.

P.A.R. Model 126 lock-in with Model 184 Photometric Pre
amplifier.
Beckman Model 10005, 10-inch potentiometric.

Jarrel-Ash mechanical, from Model 82-360 A.A. unit.

RF Generator:

Lepel Model T-5“3"inc" j“b> %)00 watt, 3“40 MHz.

Air Pump:

Bantam Model 7064.

1.
2.

Flowmeter:

Gast Model 0211-V45FG8CX.

Matheson Model 7228, Series 620.

Motor DrivenSyringes:

Vacuum Pump:

1.

Sage Instruments, Inc., Model 234-1.

2.

Bird Kymograph, Model J0-060.

Welch Duo-Seal, Model 1404.

Potentiometer:

Heliopot Corp., Model T-10-A, 100 ohm, ten-turn.

MicroliterSyringes:

1.

Hamilton, No. 701-N, 10 microliter.

2. Drummond Sci. Co., Microdisperser 1 -5
Spectroscopic Carbon;

1.

Poco Graphite, Inc.

2.

National Carbon Co.

3 . Ultra-Carbon Corp.

10

(j,l„

A ir Inlet

Seal Assembly

Carbon Chunks

3 6 0 mm

R.F. Coil

Quartz Flat

Asbestos

25mm

Light Path

410 mm
480m m

for Hg Studies

Exhaust Port
Resistance W ire

Atomizer-Cell

Inner Sleeve

FIGURE 5
Atomizer-Cell for As Studies

FRONT V IE W

A L
480m m

TOP

V IE W

KH
SIDE

VIEW

i;>

2 5 mm

and the pump to monitor and control the rate of flow of air through
the atomizer.

The air was passed over a heated carbon bed and into

the light path.
Any metals contained in or added to the air stream are re
duced to the atomic state by one of two reactions.

Reduction of a

metal compound may occur due to interaction with the hot carbon bed
or because of interaction with carbon monoxide formed when oxygen from
the entering air passes over the carbon.

Oxygen reacts with carbon at

elevated temperatures as shown in the following reactions:
1•

C

2.

C02

02

+
+

C

=

C02
=

2C0.

It should be noted that the formation of carbon monoxide in reaction 2
is nearly 100$ at temperatures above 1000° C . 40

The temperature of the

carbon in Jthis instrument has been measured at I3OO-I 5OO 0 C with an
optical pyrometer.
The carbon is contained in a quartz inner sleeve with one
end slightly smaller than the other to hold a perforated procelain
disc.

The inner sleeve fits inside the T-piece of the atomizer-cell

and a seal is effected between it and the cell by means of a brass
connector fitted with rubber0-rings.

The atomizer-cell is mounted so that

the inner sleeve is in a vertical position relative to the absorption
tube.

The carbon is heated inductively by means of a 5000 watt radio

frequency generator fitted with a ten-turn 120 mm water cooled coil
fashioned from 3 /I6" copper tubing.

The coil is placed around the

portion of the atomizer containing the carbon.

The r.f. field pro

duced by the coils is significant and is shielded from the rest of the
instrument by a copper box connected to ground . Spectroscopic grade
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carbon electrodes, 12" x 1/4", are broken into 10-20 mm chunks and
loaded into the inner sleeve to provide the atomizing carbon bed.
Typically, a four-inch carbon charge was used.
The light path of the quartz atomizer-cell was heated to a
temperature of about 900° C by means of asbestos wrapped nichrome re
sistance wire and a powerstat.

The ends of the light path were sealed

with optical quality quartz flats.

Quartz cement was used to attach

the fiats until a technique was developed to fuse the flats directly
to the cell.

C.

Discussion of Components
1.

Air Inlet System
A diagram of the air inlet system is shown in Figure 4.

The

system was designed so that either ambient air or clean air could be
drawn through the atomizer-cell at a controlled flow rate.

Clean air

was supplied by flowing compressed air from a commercial tank through
an absorption train consisting of Drierite, activated charcoal and a
filter.

The Drierite served to remove water vapor from the air stream.

Activated charcoal was used to absorb particulate matter and molecular
species, organic or inorganic, that might be present in the tank air.
A 47 mm aluminum filter holder was used with either a Milliport HAWP4700, 0.47 micron, filter or a Gelman Type A fiberglass filter for
removal of additional particulate matter.

The clean air was supplied

from a compressed air tank under positive pressure and a portion of
this air stream was vented into the laboratory through a port open to
the atmosphere.

This step was necessary to Insure that clean air and

ambient air were drawn through the atomizer at the same rate.

Flowmeter

120 mm
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Activated
Charcoal-

Air

Scrubber
Bypass

25 mm

Compressed
A ir

System

Shut-off
Valve

A u x ilia ry
Port
-B leed-o ff Vent
(Open to Atmosphere)
A to m iz e rCell

Ambient
A ir
Inlet

Inlet

30 cm

F ilter
Holder
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2.

Demountable Hollow Cathode

Throughout most of this work a Glomax Demountable Hollow
Cathode Lamp manufactured by Barnes Engineering Company was used.
components of this system are shown in Figure 5 .

The

The lamp body con

tained the anode and a removable cathode holder into which hollow
cathodes for various elements could be readily inserted.

The cathode

holder was water cooled allowing high currents and therefore increased
radiant energy to be employed.

The filler gas was supplied by a gas

control unit which had provision for metering the most desirable gas
for the element being studied as well as a means of controlling and
monitoring the pressure of the lamp.
as filler gases.

Argon, helium, and neon were used

The flowing gas system is desirable because the atom

cloud produced by the hollow cathode is continually swept away.

This

greatly reduces the possibility of the resonance line being self
reversed.

The lamp power supply was equipped to supply either AC or

DC current up to 100 ma to the lamp body.

Provision was also avail

able to pulse the lamp externally.
3.

External Optics and Monochromator
The radiation source, lenses, chopper, atomizer-cell and

monochromator were mounted on a triangular J-meter optical rail to in
sure easy and reproducible optical alignment.

Two 30 111111 diameter,

100 mm focal length quartz plano-convex lenses were used to maximize
the radiant energy available from the system.

One lens was situated

such that the radiant energy from the source was collected and directed
along the light path of the atomizer-cell and the second lens focused
this energy at the opposite end of the cell onto the monochromator slit.

Ar
Gas Inlet Line

Ne

G P S -1
HCL
Power
Supply

Lamp

Removable
Hollow
C athode

Anode

Cathode

C a th o d e
Holder

Hollow

Vacuum
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Q u a rtz
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l____

He
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The monochromator was fitted with 100 micron fixed slits
during the mercury and carbon rod studies.

Variable slits were used

in the arsenic and molecular absorption work and were normally set at
200 microns.

The monochromator was factory modified to allow purging.

This facilitated work in the vacuum ultraviolet because argon could be
easily introduced to sweep out air.
4.

Electronic Components
The signal from the light source was chopped with a mechanical

chopper assembly.

By attaching various blades, chopping speeds of 8 7 ,

270, or 360 Hz could be chosen.

The chopper was outfitted with a photo

cell which could supply a reference signal to the lock-in amplifier.
The amplifier was usually operated so as to accept only the pulsed
signal at the chopped frequency from the detector.

The amplifier could

also be operated as a broad band AC voltmeter or so as to supply a
pulsed reference signal to the source at a selected frequency.
these

Each of

modes was usedduring various parts of this work.
The output of the amplifier was monitored using a potentio-

metric strip chart recorder.

Since the signal output from the ampli

fier was 0 -1 0 volts and the maximum input range of the recorder 0 -1 0 0
millivolts, a voltage divider in the form of a ten-turn potentiometer
was used to interface these components.

D.

Equipment Design
1.

Horizontal vs. Vertical Orientation
The design of the original atomizer-cell1 ’ 2 was such that

the portion of the atomizer containing the carbon was mounted in a
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horizontal position.
carbon rods.

The carbon charge consisted of eight, V

X 1/4",

It was observed that as air was drawn over this carbon

the rods in the upper part of the bed were consumed more rapidly than
the others.

A channeling effect occurred allowing the incoming air to

flow preferentially over the top of the rods rather than through the
spaces between them.

It was believed necessary to force the air to

remain in contact with as much carbon for as long as possible within
the limitations required for high sensitivity.

It was also felt that

smaller pieces of carbon would couple more efficiently with the r.f.
generator than the 4" X 1/4" rods in use.

More efficient coupling

would lead to higher temperatures and greater atomizer efficiency.
Consideration of these two factors led to orienting the atom
izer
tion.

section of the cell in a vertical rather than a horizontal posi
A perforated porcelain disc was placed in the bottom of the inner

sleeve to keep the small carbon chunks (10 to 20 mm) from falling into
the light path.

A brass coupling fitted with 0-rings kept the inner

sleeve from falling into the light path and also provided an air-tight
seal between it and the T-piece of the atomizer-cell.

It was found

that the channeling problem was eliminated, as one could see that the
consumption of carbon was limited to the top layer of the bed.

Addi

tionally, the smaller chunks provided a greater surface area of carbon
for air to travel over before entering the light path.

Finally, higher

atomizer temperatures were achieved by using smaller pieces of carbon.
2. Positive vs. Negative Air Pressure
The air inlet system, as initially designed, provided a means
to supply either clean or ambient air to the atomizer-cell under posi
tive pressure.

Clean air was supplied through a scrubbing train
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under

pressure

from

a

compressed

air

tank.

Ambient air was supplied by drawing air from the laboratory into a
small compressor outfitted with a ballast tank.

Air was fed under

positive pressure from this tank into the atomizer-cel1.

Thus, air was

being pushed through the atomizer-cell.
Two aspects of this arrangement proved to be undesirable.
First, it was difficult to maintain the same flow rate through the
system when changing from clean to ambient air.

The flow was moni

tored by a rotameter placed between the air source and the atomizer
entrance.

Unless both the clean and ambient air were being supplied

at the same positive pressure, a pressure surge or drop was experienced
when switching between air sources.

This resulted in an erratic re

sponse on the recorder and made the baseline difficult to establish.
Second, when sampling ambient air for the total metal concentration,
one does not want to alter the contamination level of the air stream.
It was felt that drawing ambient air into a compressor could cause
some particulates to be removed.
added from the compressor.

Also, metal contaminants could be

Both of these problems were solved by

pulling rather than pushing.air through the atomizer.

This was accom

plished by the air inlet system described earlier (Figure k).
This change in procedure created another problem.

There were

three places where the atomizer-cell was subject to leakage, at the
entrance and at the two quartz windows.

At each of these places, a

seal was supposed to be made by machined Teflon pieces, designed to
fit tightly against the quartz tubing of the atomizer-cell.

However,

due to the high temperatures reached by the cell when in operation, it
was difficult to maintain air-tight seals at these locations.

When

the system was being operated under positive pressure, a small air leak
was thought to be acceptable (although not desirable) because it oc
curred after the air was delivered to the atomizer.

A small sample

loss under these conditions would have the effect of decreasing atomizer
efficiency.

However, with negative pressures in this same system, leaks

at these points would allow air to enter which had not passed through
the atomizer but which would register on the flowmeter at the cell
exit ports.

The leak at the atomizer entrance was sealed by a brass

coupling fitted with O-rings.

The Teflon pieces used to seal the

quartz flats to the cell at each end of the light path were redesigned
so that a squeeze fit with O-rings could be used.

However, the O-rings

deteriorated at the high temperatures and it was necessary to affix
the flats with quartz cement to prevent leakage.

It was found that

the quartz cement also deteriorated with use and had to be renewed
periodically.

The glass blower eventually perfected a technique to

fuse the quartz flats directly to the cell tubing with a minimum of
distortion.

This was found to be the most satisfactory solution to

the leaky window problem.
3.

Long vs. Medium Path Cell
When work was begun on the instrument described above,

the light path of the atomizer-cell was 90 cm *n length.

This long

path was used to take advantage of possible increases in sensitivity
as described earlier.26

It was observed that upon blocking one of the

exit ports of the cell and forcing the air to pass through the atomizer
and out the other exit port, only a small decrease in signal occurred.
Blocking one exit port when drawing air through the atomizer-cell ef
fectively cuts the path length in half.

Because of this observation,
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anatomizer-cell with a 48 cm light path was

built and tested.

The

small loss in sensitivity noted in moving to the shorter lightpath
cell was balanced by a decrease in noise level realized upon moving
the radiation source closer to the detector.

This seemed to be an ac

ceptable compromise, so the 48 cm light path was used in further work.
4.

Large vs. Small Volume Cell
The 48 cm light path atomizer-cell was constructed of 25 mm

diameter quartz tubing.

The total volume of the atomizer-cell used in

the Hg studies (Figure 2) was £a. 38O cm3 .

At a flow rate of one liter

per minute it took about 30 seconds to replace completely the air con
tained in the atomizer-cell with fresh air.

With this volume and flow

rate, introducing Hg vapor in the form of a plug, or switching from
clean to ambient air gave reasonable instrument response times.

The

time period between a change in the sample and the instrument response
was not more than 30 seconds.

However, at a flow rate of one liter

per minute it was found that consumption of the atomizer carbon was
much too rapid to allow the instrument to be used for extended time
periods of continuous sampling.
consumed in about three hours.

A fresh carbon charge was nearly all
There was also some indication (Fig. 13)

that slower flow rates gave increased atomizer efficiency.

Lower flow

rates with the large atomizer-cell also gave slow instrument response
times, so a cell with a smaller volume was designed.

In order to re

tain the 48 cm light path, it was decided that this portion be con
structed of 10 mm rather than 25 mm diameter quartz tubing.

The re

sulting atomizer-cell (Figure 3 ) had a total volume of ca. 200 cm3 , or
52°jo of the original design.
of

about

0 .5

liters

per

This change allowed use of flow rates
minute with the more desirable faster
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response time.

Additionally, the carbon charge was consumed at a

slower rate allowing longer continuous sampling runs.
In attempting to calibrate the system for arsenic, aqueous
solutions were introduced by dropping 5 microliter portions from the
atomizer entrance onto the carbon bed.
the atomizer entrance and the
producibly hit the

bed.

The 26 cm distance between

top of the bed made it difficult to re-

This distance was shortened to 10 cm, which

partially alleviated the problem. Another problem was created, however,
when this step wastaken.
the O-rings in the
tube.

The heat radiated by the carbon

bed melted

brass seal between the inner sleeve and the atomizer

Water-cooling of the brass coupling..with a copper coil solved

this problem.
E.

Operating Parameters

The general operating parameters or the range of parameters
used throughout this study will be described in this section.

Specific

conditions of operation will be noted for each separate study when a
pertinent variable is changed.
1.

R.F. Generator

The r.f. power setting of the generator was generally operated
at 80$ and the tank circuit tuned for maximum efficiency for the carbon
load used.

Since a four-inch carbon charge was used in most of this

work, these settings were not changed frequently.
2.

Flow Rate
Flow rates varying from 0.05 to 1 liter per minute were used

in various studies.

The choice of flow rate for each study will be

described in the appropriate section.

2b

y.

Demountable Lamp
The variables affecting operation of the Glomax Demountable

Hollow Cathode lamp were filler gas, filler gas pressure, and lamp cur
rent .

These variables were manipulated so as to provide a signal of

maximum intensity and stability.

It was found that the manufacturer's

suggestions concerning choice of filler gas and optimum current gave
good results.
element.

This left operating pressure to be determined for each

In general, it was found that the minimum pressure which

gave a stable signal at the recommended current was optimum.
4.

Detector Voltage
The high voltage supplied to the photomultiplier was adjusted

to provide the minimum dark current and minimum noise level for the
radiant source used.

Voltages between 600 and 800 volts DC were found

to give the best results in conjunction with the lock-in amplifier used.
5.

Amplifier
The level of amplification, damping, mode of operation, and

detector voltage were all found to be interdependent as regards observ
ing a stable noise-free signal.

The photometric preamplifier was always

operated at its least sensitive setting (10“5 amp/volt).

This was found

to be necessary because the r.f. field was insufficiently shielded and
caused the preamplifier to overload at higher sensitivity settings.

The

amplifier damping circuit was operated between 30 and ^>00 milliseconds.
The level of amplification was set between 1 and 5OO millivolts, de
pending on the source used.
the 10 position.

The amplifier gain was normally set at

As was mentioned earlier, the amplifier was usually

operated in a narrow band lock-in mode and was tuned to the reference

frequency supplied by a photocell attached to the chopper.

In some

cases the amplifier was used to pulse the hollow cathode lamp exter
nally at a known frequency, but this mode of operation was not generally
used because it was not convenient to pulse the continuous source (H2
lamp) in a similar way.

Because of problems with the r.f. field

coupling with the photocell circuit and the electrical circuits in
general, it was found at times that operation of the amplifier as a
broad band AC voltmeter provided a signal with the least noise.

When

the coupling problem arose, the amplifier was operated in the ACVM
mode.

III.
A.

IMPURITIES IN CARBON RODS

Introduction

In previous work utilizing this apparatus1*2 it was noted
that lead was present as an impurity in the spectroscopic carbon used
in the atomizer.

Impurities due to other elements were noted in at

tempting to perform a survey of elements present as pollutants in
ambient air.

Since carbon is used as a means of atomization in several

non-flame cells described in the literature or which are available
commercially, it was felt that this area should be further investi
gated.

It was decided that a quantitative study was needed to define

the extent of these impurities on the carbon rods available in these
laboratories.

As the study proceeded, it became apparent that a quan

titative study would not be possible.

Not only did the extent of im

purity vary from manufacturer to manufacturer, but it varied from lot
to lot from the same manufacturer.
selected elements was undertaken.
the results and the variations
carbon are not identified.

Therefore, a qualitative survey for
Because of the qualitative nature of

noted, individual manufacturers of

No attempt was made to determine the con

centration levels of the various impurities.

Several brands of carbon

were subjected to neutron activation analysis and were found to contain
numerous impurities.

Recent work in these laboratories seems to indi

cate that some contamination may be contributed by quartz.

B.

Experimental

The instrument used was as described in Section II of this
Dissertation.

The 25 mm diameter, 48 cm long atomizer-cell (Figure 2)
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was used.

A fresh charge of spectroscopically pure carbon electrodes,

broken into 10 to 20 mm chunks, was used for each element studied.

The

carbon was loaded into a quartz inner sleeve and was heated by the r.f.
generator.

Clean air from the air inlet system (Figure 4) was drawn

through the atomizer at a constant rate of 500 cc/min in all of the
studies.

In the case of arsenic at 195*7 11115 and selenium at I9 6 .I run,

nitrogen rather than air was used initially so that absorption by
oxygen could be avoided.

After the carbon was heated, air was sub

stituted for the nitrogen because the carbon monoxide produced from
the reaction of oxygen with the hot carbon does not absorb appreciably
in this wavelength region.

The operating conditions for the demount

able hollow cathodes used are given in Table II.
iron and selenium hollow cathode lamps were used.

Commercial, sealed
The instrument set

tings used throughout this study are shown in Table III.

When the r.f.

field was applied, recorder traces of the percent absorption as a func
tion of time were obtained.

Provision was available to sweep the light

path of the cell by blowing air in one exhaust port and out the other
at a rate of 2 liters/min.

This allowed one to check the stability of

the baseline when absorption traces were run over extended time periods.

C.

Results
The plots shown in Figures 6-10 were obtained by reading

values from the recorder traces at selected time intervals.

The cad

mium impurity on rods from two different manufacturers is shown in
Figure 6 for a 25-minute time period.

The absorption shown was observed

by monitoring the cadmium 228.8 ran resonance line.

Note the high initial

absorption which lasts about 5 minutes and then begins to decrease over

TABLE II
DEMOUNTABLE HOLLOW CATHODE LAMP OPERATING CONDITIONS
Pressure
(mm of Hg)

Current
(ma)

Element

Filler
Gas

Hg

He

5

9

Pb

He

8

50

Cd

He

7

25

Cu

He

10

25

As

He

2

30

Zn

He

7

50
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TABLE III
INSTRUMENT SETTINGS FOR CARBON ROD STUDY

r.f. Power:

80$

Air Flow Rate:

$00 cc/min

Chopper Speed:

87 Hz

Amplifier Settings:
Signal Channel:

L.F. roll off - 30 Hz
H.F. roll off - 300 Hz

Function:

PSD output - X/10

Preamplifier:
Time Constant:

10“ 5 amp/volt
^>00 msec

Reference Channel:

Element

Mode-External, 87 Hz

Amplifier Sensitivity
(mv)

Detector Voltage
(volts)

Hg

100

700

Pb

100 .

700

Cd

200

550

Cu

200

550

Zn

500

650

Se

5

650

Fe

20

650

As

5

650
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the next 10 minutes.

After 15 minutes, the absorption levels off to a

reasonably constant value and remains the same as the carbon is con
sumed.

(See also Cd in Figure J.)

While the rate at which the cad

mium emanates from the two brands of rods is similar, the difference
in the absorption observed after 25 minutes is quite different.

(Brand

A - 30$, Brand B - 15$).
Figure J shows the level of absorption for copper, lead,
zinc, and cadmium over a four-hour time interval.

Lead and cadmium

again show a high initial absorption, but reach constant low (less than
20$) levels after 30 minutes of heating.

On the other hand, copper and

zinc absorption remains at nearly 100$ even though the rods have been
heated at I3OO0 C for four hours.

Figure 8 shows absorption due to

arsenic, selenium and iron over a 25-minute time period.

The large

initial absorption is seen again for arsenic and selenium, but not for
iron.

The impurity level decreases to a reasonable value for all three

of these elements.
The absorption due to cadmium and lead is compared in Figure 9
over a time interval of 25 minutes.

As was seen in previous cases, the

absorption due to cadmium rises sharply and decreases rather rapidly.
The absorption due to lead, however, remains at its initial level of
85$ longer and decreases nore slowly.
Figure 10 shows an effect which we have noticed for several
elements at various times.

When rods which have been heated are cooled

and allowed to remain in contact with ambient air and are then reheated,
an initial absorption is observed which is related to the length of
time the rods were unheated.

This effect is shown for mercury with the

carbon having been left unheated in one case for 1 hour and 1]0 minutes,

and for 17 hours and 30 minutes in the other case.

It is also of in

terest to note that some mercury absorption occurred upon lowering the
yet unheated carbon charge into the heated cell before the r.f. field
was applied.
Table IV shows the results of
carbon for a number of elements.

These

an analysis of four kinds of
results were obtainedby sub

jecting samples of the rods to neutron activation analysis.
A recent observation in these laboratories
same batch of carbon was monitored for

lead

in

which the

impurities in quartz

inner sleeves from two manufacturers indicated that a portion of the
contamination observed may be coming from the quartz.

D.

Discussion
Apparently, the metallic impurities present exist both as

surface and matrix impurities.

The high absorption signal noted when

the r.f. field was initially applied to

a fresh batch of rods

probably

on

rods.

due

to impurities

adsorbed

the surface

of

is
the

One would expect that these adsorbed impurities would be driven

off rather quickly when the carbon was heated.

The rate at which dif

ferent elements would be driven off should depend on the volatility of
the element.
they were

Mercury, for example, began evaporating from the rods as

lowered

into the heated cell before the r.f. field was applied.

Lead, cadmium, arsenic, and selenium also gave large initial signals
while the less volatile iron gave a very small initial peak.

This un

doubtedly is an oversimplification as factors such as carbon porosity
and atomizer efficiency would also be expected to affect the size of
the initial signal recorded.

Surface contamination of the rods appears

TABLE IV
METALLIC IMPURITIES IN CARBON RODS BY
NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS*

Element

Concentration (atoms/cc of carbon)
______________________ Carbon Type__________________
U
P
N
B

Na

2-3 x 1017

3.6 x 1016

4.0 X 1016

2.1 X 1016

Sb

1-5 x 1014

1 X 1013

1 X 1013

8 .5 X 1012

Au

1.2 x 1013

1.7 x 1017

2.5 X 1012

1.8 X 1012

La

4 x 1014

1 X 1013

4.7 X 1013

4.6 X 1013

Cr

1 X 1014

4.4 x 1014

8.8 X 1014

8 .0 X 1013

Hg

2.4 x 1013

4.1 x 1013

5.0 X 1013

3-0 X 1013

Zn

2.3 x 1013

5-4 x 1013

7.6 X 1013

1.4 X 1014

As

6.1 x 1013

6.7 x 1014

7.0 X 1014

4.7 X 1014

*These data were obtained in conjunction with a consulting agreement
between Dr. J. W. Robinson and Texas Instruments, Inc.
and precision of the measurements is not known.
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The accuracy

to occur by adsorption of metals from ambient air.

As was shown in

Figure 10 for mercury, previously heated rods which have been allowed
to cool, exhibit an initial absorption peak upon reheating.

The

height and duration of this regenerated peak depended on the time
interval that "cleaned" rods were exposed, unheated, to the ambient
atmosphere.

This observation indicated that it would be extremely

difficult to package and distribute rods without some occurrence of
surface contamination.
The observation that the signal level for all of the elements
studied became constant after removal of the surface impurities seems
best explained in terms of metals contained in the carbon matrix.
Since the carbon was always heated to the same temperature and the air
flow rate was the same for each element, the differing levels of con
stant absorption observed for each element seemed to indicate that
this signal was due to diffusion of the impurity out of the carbon
matrix at a constant rate.

If the air flow was decreased, the absorp

tion signal increased and if the flow was stopped altogether and the
cell sealed, the absorption signal rose to a limiting value. Thus, at
a given carbon temperature the rate at which a given element diffuses
out of the carbon matrix seems to be constant.

These changes in flow

rate would result in different numbers of atoms entering a given volume
of air, resulting in a change in concentration of the species being
observed.
The fact that the signals for different elements leveled off
at different values could be explained in a number of ways.

The rate

of diffusion of different elements through the carbon may be different
even at the same temperature.

The diffusion rate of an element should

be related to its concentration in the carbon matrix.

The results of

the neutron activation analysis indicate differing elemental concentra
tions.

Additionally, the chemical form of the element would possibly

affect the rate of its release into the air stream.

Recent studies in

these laboratories also indicate that there may be interaction between
some arsenic and carbon at these temperatures (Section IV, B, p. 80).
Finally, the actual signal level recorded for a given element depends
to some extent on the efficiency with which the atomizer produces
ground state atoms for that element and the sensitivity of the resonance
line used for analysis.

A very high level of absorption for some ele

ments, such as copper and zinc, may only indicate that the sensitivity
of the instrument for these elements is several orders of magnitude
higher than for elements which show lower absorption.
Even though there is a small background signal from the carbon
rods, it is possible to make meaningful atomic absorption measurements
for all of the elements studied, except copper and zinc.

The signal for

these elements remained at nearly 100$> absorption even after four hours
of heating at I3OO 0 C.

The zinc level in the carbon as determined by

activation analysis does not seem to be appreciably higher than that
of other elements studied (see Table IV).

It would appear, then, that

the high absorption signal due to zinc is most readily explained by
very high instrumental sensitivity or quartz contamination.

Further

studies of quartz contamination await shipment of new supplies from
various manufacturers.
Petroleum coke is the raw material most widely used in the
manufacture of carbon electrodes, so it is easy to see why the carbon
might contain metallic as well as other impurities.

Manufacturers of

ito
carbon electrodes are rather secretive about details of the processes
used in producing the electrodes and will only reveal that elevated
temperature accompanied by a purging gas is used to purify the product.
Efforts in these laboratories to purify the rods further have been
largely unsuccessful.

Nitrogen was flowed over rods heated to 900° C

in a quartz tube for four days in one attempt at precleaning, but the
impurity level decreased very little, especially for copper and zinc.
Single rods were heated to ca. 2000° C (white hot) by means of a high
current, low voltage transformer while flowing argon through a quartz
sleeve around the rod.

The zinc and copper contamination did not

change significantly as a result of this treatment, however.

E.

Conclusion
Spectroscopically pure carbon electrodes were found to be

contaminated with impurities containing arsenic, cadmium, copper, iron,
mercury, lead, selenium, and zinc.

The degree of contamination depended

on the manufacturer and grade, but none were found to be pure.

To some

extent the impurities remained present throughout the lifetime of the
rods.

Neutron activation analysis confirmed the presence of metallic

impurities in the carbon.

Also, some contaminants were adsorbed on the

surface of the cool rod on standing in the instrument.

Attempts to

preclean the carbon by heating under an inert gas were unsatisfactory.
Preliminary findings indicate that quartz may also contain metallic
impurities.
Results indicated that the best results were obtained where
the rods were cleaned immediately before use.
was always observed.

Otherwise, contamination

IV.

THE VACUUM ULTRAVIOLET:

MERCURY 184.9 nm, AND

ARSENIC 189.0, 193.7, and 197.2 nm
A.

Mercury
1.

Introduction
Mercury is used in a number of ways in present-day technology.

Its primary source is from the ore, cinnabar (HgS).

It is widely used

in scientific work in thermometers, barometers, vacuum gauges and dif
fusion pumps.

It is used in the commercial production of chlorine and

sodium hydroxide.

Antifouling ship paints, electrical switches, many

pesticides and fungicides used on plants, batteries, dental preparations
and fluorescent lamps contain mercury.

Its compounds are used as pre

servatives for grain and are used industrially in pulp and paper mills.
These many uses of mercury provide, unfortunately, many sources of
mercury pollution for the environment.

Toxicologically, mercury and

many of its compounds are poisons to man and animals.

Mercury can

enter the body via the respiratory tract, the gastrointestinal tract,
or through broken skin.

The free element has an appreciable vapor pres

sure at room temperatures.

At 20° C, air saturated with mercury vapor

contains 100 times the maximum toxic limit of 100 jig/m3 . 41

It is a

cumulative poison, as people can eliminate only small amounts at a time.
The levels of mercury reported in the ambient atmosphere are much below
the toxic limit and are in the order of 0.2 to 0.6 |j,g/m3 . 42 j43

Only in

enclosed areas where mercury spills are likely such as dental labora
tories, 44 thermometer plants, 45 and polarographic laboratories43 are
mercury concentrations likely to approach the toxic limit.

Ill

k2

A number of instruments have been described which are capable
of detecting mercury vapor in air.

Most of the instruments involve

atomic absorption using the 2 5 3 .7 nm resonance line.

The vapor can be

detected easily by this technique since mercury atoms are monatomic in
the gaseous state.

Mercury was the first element to be detected by

atomic absorption and the first metal to be detected in the atmosphere
by this method.46

Most of the instruments for detection of mercury

vapor in the atmosphere pass air over a gold or silver foil or wire
where the mercury is amalgamated.43’47

The foil is heated to release

the vapor which is then determined by atomic absorption in a glass
cell.

While these methods are fairly sensitive for mercury vapor, they

are not capable of directly measuring the total mercury concentration
in the atmosphere.

It is quite likely that a major portion of mercury

pollution is in the form of particulate matter.

The concentration of

mercury in particulates has been reported in Texas as 0.2 to 0 .3 |ig/m3 . 42
Mercury in particulates can be measured by collection and sub
sequent analysis of the collected material by a number of methods.
Methods involving atomic absorption require dissolution and generally
utilize the flameless technique developed by Hatch and Ott48 or a modi
fication of this procedure.
Total mercury concentrations in the atmosphere have been mea
sured by use of wet impingers, 49 KI-I2 bubblers, 50
paper. 5 1 ’ 52

and treated filter

A patent has been issued for an instrument claimed to be

capable of detecting total mercury concentrations in the 0 .0 0 0 5 to
0 .0 2 5 M'S/™3 concentration range. 53
The method described in the following sections involves an
atomic absorption instrument capable of determining total mercury

concentrations in air on a continuous basis with a sensitivity limit
l'fo absorption) of 0.1 ^g/m3 .

The sensitivity limit of 1.2 |j,g/m3 pre

viously reported for this instrument2 is extended by exploiting a
resonance line in the vacuum ultraviolet portion of the spectrum.

The

resonance line usually used to determine mercury by atomic absorption
is the 253*7 nm line due to the spin forbidden transition S^-Scr^Pi*
It has been recognized,16 however, that the 184-9 nm resonance line
due to the 61S0-61P 1 transition has an oscillator strength about 50
times that of the 2 5 3 .7 nm line.

All other things being equal, this

should mean that the 184.9 nm line would be more sensitive for analy
tical measurements of mercury.

Until recently, however, this line

was not useful for practical analytical measurements.

As was pointed

out earlier, combustion products of flames absorb in this wavelength
region, so until flameless atomizers were developed, work below 200 nm
was impractical.

Even with flameless atomizers, strong absorption by

oxygen in the vacuum ultraviolet presents a considerable problem.

In

the instrument described here, the long light path of the atomizer
cell contains nitrogen and carbon monoxide.

Neither of these absorb

radiation at 184-9 nm* so the light path of the cell is transparent,
and meaningful measurements can be taken.

The air in the monochromator

must also be removed by purging with a nonabsorbing gas.

Argon was

used for this purpose when working below 200 nm.
A summary of the pertinent operating conditions which remained
constant throughout the mercury studies described in the following sec
tions is presented below.

44
Atomizer-Cell:

90 cm light path, 25 nrm diameter (Figure 2)

Carbon Charge:

inch bed of 10-20 mm chunks vertically

RF Power:

80$

Detector:

R106 photomultiplier

Chopper Speed:
Amplifier Mode:

2.

oriented

87 Hz
Lock-in at 87 Hz

Molecular Absorption
In previous work performed with this instrument, 1* 2 only

elements with resonance lines greater than 200 nm were studied.
ference studies

Inter

showed that molecular absorption was not a problem when

determining concentrations of lead, mercury, and
The lead 217.0 and 285*3 nmj mercury 253*7
resonance lines were investigated.

cadmium in ambient air.

and cadmium 228.8 nm

It was felt that at wavelengths

below 200 nm the possibility of molecular background was increased.
Since the ultimate goal was to make ambient air measurements, we decided
to test for molecular absorption using air as the sample.

Molecular

absorption usually occurs over a fairly broad band of wavelengths so
the hydrogen lamp was chosen as the source, rather than the hollow
cathode.
0.125 nm.

With 100 micron slits, the band-pass of the monochromator was
When using the hydrogen lamp, this was the band width we

were looking at.

The hollow cathode, on the other hand, emits only the

narrow lines of the element which are on the order of 0 .0 0 1 nm.
The spectral region from 23O.O to 184.9 nm was scanned using
ambient air as the sample.

Increasing absorption was noted as 184.9

was approached and the spectrum showed a broad band structure.

A

similar spectrum was obtained when air from a compressed air tank was

used as the sample.

It was suspected that water vapor in the air was

the source of this molecular absorption, so an experiment was devised
to test this hypothesis.

The tank air was bubbled through a scrubbing

tower filled with water.

A scan of the same spectral region using the

water-laden air revealed the same broad band spectrum as observed be
fore.

A 20 mm diameter, 120 cm long tube filled with Drierite was

placed in the tank air line to remove water vapor.
showed reduced absorption.

The dried tank air

The difference in absorption between dried

tank air and ambient air from I8 5 .O to 23O.O nm is shown in Figure 11.
The baseline (0$ absorption) was established at each wavelength using
dry tank air.

Ambient air was then allowed to flow through the atomizer

until a stable signal was obtained.

Dry tank air was substituted as

the sample and the baseline reestablished.
lowed at each wavelength.

The same procedure was fol

The same measurements were repeated except

that tank air saturated with water vapor was substituted for ambient
air.

The same absorption was noted for this air as for ambient air.

On days that were noticibly less humid, the absorption due to ambient
air decreased below the level of the water saturated air.

These obser

vations substantiated the original hypothesis that the majority of
molecular absorption observed in this region was due to water vapor.
This also confirmed that when analyzing ambient air for mercury at the
184.9 nm resonance line, a correction for molecular absorption would be
necessary.
All ambient air signals were corrected for molecular back
ground by the following procedure.

First, the hollow cathode was used

to measure the increased absorption observed when ambient air was sub
stituted for clean air.

This signal represented both atomic and

.0 8 -
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molecular absorption.

Second, the hollow cathode was replaced by the

hydrogen lamp and the same procedure repeated.
presented both atomic and molecular absorption.

This signal again re
However, since the

absorption line width of the atomic line is small (0 .0 3 nm) compared
to the band-pass of the monochromator (0 .1 2 5 nm) the atomic contribu
tion is negligible.

Thus, measurements with the hydrogen lamp can be

used to correct for molecular absorption. 54

The molecular background

as measured with the hydrogen lamp was subtracted from the signal ob
tained with the line source, giving a net signal representing the atomic
absorption.

3.

Flow Rate
Previous work with this instrument1 *2 indicated that a flow

rate of 1.2 1iters/min was optimum.

This information was based on ex

periments designed to determine the maximum atomic absorption upon
introduction of a known amount of metal.

The long (90 cm) light path

atomizer-cell was used in a horizontal orientation in former studies.
It was felt that the use of the shorter (48 cm) atomizer-cell in a
vertical orientation at wavelengths below 200 nm demanded further flow
studies.

Two studies were performed, one to determine the effect of

flow rate on molecular background, and another to find the effect of
flow on atomic signals for mercury in ambient air.

The data in

Figure 11 show that the maximum molecular absorption due to absorbing
species in ambient air occurs at a wavelength of 190 nm.

Thus, the

flow study shown in Figure 12 was performed at this wavelength using
the hydrogen lamp as the source.

The minimum molecular absorption

from air is seen to occur at a flow of 1000 cc/min.

These data were

FIGURE 12
Molecular Absorption of
Ambient Air vs. Flow Rate

3DNV8HOS9V
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obtained by using dry tank air to establish the baseline, switching to
ambient air until a stable signal was obtained, and returning to dry
tank air.
A further investigation of the effect of flow rate on both
atomic and molecular signals at the mercury 184.9 11111 resonance line was
performed.

The level of absorption at each flow rate was determined as

described above.

The atomic absorption was measured using the mercury

hollow cathode as the source and the molecular absorption by using the
hydrogen lamp.

These results are shown in Figure lj>.

It was noted

that the atomic signal increased with lower flow rates, but the mole
cular signal increased also.

A flow rate of 1000 cc/min was chosen as

optimum in view of the results of these two experiments.

The low mole

cular background, fast instrument response time and good atomic signal
were the factors considered in this choice of conditions.

4.

Calibration
As was mentioned earlier, measurement

for a

of ambient air signals

metal contaminant are of little value unless these signals can be

related to the actual concentration of the metal.

The calibration of

instruments which purport to measure air pollutants is a very difficult
task.

The first problem is to provide a source of clean air which does

not contain a measurable level

of the pollutant to be determined.

Once

this feat has been accomplished, it is necessary to introduce known
amounts of the pollutant into the clean air and determine the instru
ment response to these samples.
Clean air is usually provided by removing the pollutant of
interest from the air sample.

Compressed air is an easily obtainable
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sample source, but is usually not clean.

Methods for removal of pol

lutants vary with the nature of the pollutant.

Activated charcoal has

been found to be very effective in adsorbing mercury in various forms
from air streams .2

Our observations indicated that the compressed air

in the tank from our laboratory did not contain a detectable amount of
mercury.

The instrument could not detect a difference in mercury level

whether the tank air was cleaned with activated charcoal or fed directly
into the atomizer.

Dried tank air was taken as clean air for the re

mainder of the mercury studies.
Addition of a known amount of a pollutant into a clean air
sample proves to be very difficult, especially if monitoring is to be
done on a continuous basis.

If a static air sample is desired, a

predetermined quantity of pollutant can be added to a known volume of
clean air, the gas phase solution mixed, and portions withdrawn as
required.

Providing a continuous source of polluted air of known con

centration requires that the pollutant be released at a known rate into
an air stream flowing at a known rate.

In the case of pollutants known

to exist entirely in the gaseous state, permeation tubes can be used to
accomplish this task.
metallic pollutants.

However, these devices are not available for
Since a considerable portion of any metallic

pollutant exists in particulate form, the ideal calibration sample
would provide the metal of interest in this form.

Generation of

metallic particulates on a continuous basis at known concentrations is
extremely difficult.

For metallic pollutants, the best approach to

calibration appears to be volatilization of a metal or a metal compound.
Most metals and their compounds have very low vapor pressures at room
temperature, so carefully controlled elevated temperatures are needed

to release sufficient known quantities into an air stream.

Attempts

in these laboratories to employ this means of calibration have been
largely unsuccessful, presumably because of our inability to control
temperature to the required extent.

In cases where a volatile metal

(Hg) or metal compound (tetraethyl lead) is available, diffusion
chambers can be used to control the amount of metal allowed to enter
the air stream. 55

However, this method requires that air be passed

through the chamber long enough that the volatile compound which has
diffused out of the chamber can be determined by weight difference.
These time periods frequently extend to weeks. 2
For the present study with mercury, two approaches to cali
bration were tested.

In both cases, the relatively high vapor pres

sure of mercury metal was used to advantage.

If mercury metal at a

known temperature and atmospheric pressure is introduced into a closed
container, the air above the metal will become saturated with mercury
vapor.

The ideal gas law can then be used to approximate the weight of

mercury contained in a given volume of air at any temperature.

In the

ideal gas law, 1. PV = nRT, n, the number of moles, can also be expressed
as the weight of an element, w, divided by its gram-atomic weight, gaw.
Thus, 2. PV = w/gaw RT.

Rearranging, we find that the weight of the

element per unit volume is given by, 3* W/V = P gaw/RT.

The vapor

pressure of mercury at various temperatures is accurately known. 56

For

example, at 20° C, the vapor pressure of mercury is 1.2 x 10" 3 mm of Hg.
Substitution into equation 3 . yields
w
V

_

(1.2 x 10~3 mm of Hg)(200.6 x 109 ng/mole)
(6 .2 3 6 x 104 cm3 -mm of Hg)(293 deg)
deg*mole

_

^

^

ng/cm3
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Thus, one cubic centimeter of air saturated with mercury vapor at 20° C
contains 13.15 ng °f mercury.

Similar calculations at various tempera

tures yield values shown in Figure 14.
Elemental mercury was introduced into ca. 60 cm3 glass bottles
fitted with rubber serum caps.

The quantity of mercury introduced was

just enough to cover the bottom of the bottle so that the maximum sur
face area of mercury was exposed to the air in the bottle.

Equilibra

tion, as measured by our instrument, was found to occur under these con
ditions within a few minutes at ambient temperatures.

Air saturated

with mercury vapor was withdrawn from the bottles by means of hypodermic
syringes injected through the serum caps.

Five bottles of mercury were

maintained so that vapor could be withdrawn at frequent intervals with
confidence that equilibrium conditions were established.

Two means of

introducing air saturated with mercury vapor into the atomizer-cell
were investigated.

a.

Continuous Injection
Saturated vapor was injected continuously into the air inlet

system by means of a motor driven syringe.

This is shown in Figure I5 .

Clean dry air flowing into the atomizer-cell at a rate of 1 A/min. was
used to establish the baseline of 0$ absorption.

A syringe was filled

with mercury vapor from the bottles, attached to the motor drive, and
the needle inserted through a septum in the air inlet system.

The

motor drive was activated and the saturated vapor introduced into the
clean air stream at a known rate.

The introduction of mercury vapor

was continued until a stable signal was seen on the recorder.

The pro

cedure was repeated until a reliable mean was obtained (usually 3 times).

FIGURE Ik
Concentration of Hg in Air Saturated
with Hg Vapor vs. Temperature
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FIGURE 15
Diagram of Continuous Injection Method
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The molecular absorption for mercury vapor at 18^.9 nm as measured by
the hydrogen lamp was found to be negligible.

If saturated vapor at

20° C was introduced at a rate of 1 cm3/min into the clean air stream
flowing at 1 ^/min, then 1 3.1 ng of mercury was bled into 1 liter of
air.

The resulting concentration would be I3 .I ^g/m3 , i.e.
13.1 ng
IH

X

1I
103cm3

X

106cm3
lm3

X

lqg
103ng

In order to provide varying mercury concentrations, it was
necessary to use two motor drives and several syringes.

The Sage

drive had two speeds and the Bird Kymograph had five speeds.

The

syringes and motor drives were calibrated by measuring the quantity of
water delivered over a known time period.

The delivery rates available

using different syringes and motors is shown in Table V. (Calibration
curves obtained using this technique are shown in Figures 23-26 .) The
possibility of providing varying mercury concentrations by changing the
temperature of the mercury bottles was considered but was not used for
the following reasons:

First, the range of concentrations required for

calibration of ambient air signals would have required that a wide
temperature range be available.

Heating and cooling baths with this

capability were not readily available for use during the time that this
study was being conducted.

Second, withdrawal of a sample of thermo

stated saturated vapor into a syringe surrounded by ambient air of a
different temperature would have resulted in a volume contraction or
expansion unless the syringe was also thermostated at the same tempera
ture.

No convenient means of thermostating the syringes was devised.

Third, it was felt that the ambient air provided a fairly good constant
temperature bath for keeping both the bottles and syringes containing

TABLE V
INJECTION RATES AVAILABLE FOR CONTINUOUS INJECTIONS

Syringe
(cm3 )

Injection Rate (cm3 /min)
Bird Kymograph

Sage

1

2

1

2

3

4

5

20

18.60

12. bO

7 .00

1.40

0 .2 8

0 .0 6

0 .0 1

10

10.00

6 .6 0

3-75

0.75

0 .1 5

0 .0 3

0 .0 0 6

5

7.20

4.75

2

3-90

2.60

1

1.00

0 .7 6

0 .2 5

0.40

0 .2 6
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the vapor at the same temperature.

Accordingly, the temperature of

the mercury in the bottles was taken as ambient temperature.

This

temperature was checked frequently during calibration runs and was
found to vary little.
The precision of the continuous injection method was mea
sured for three delivery rates which gave concentrations in the same
range as the ambient air signals being recorded.
studies are shown in Table VI.

The results of these

As one might expect, the standard de

viation increases at lower injection rates with lower concentrations
being introduced.

b.

Plug Injections
Air saturated with mercury vapor was also introduced into the

clean air stream by rapidly depressing the plunger of a syringe.

This

resulted in a plug of mercury vapor entering the atomizer-cell.
16 shows this method of mercury introduction.

Figure

It was felt that if the

plug of vapor all reached the light path before any was exhausted from
the cell, a peak proportional to the number of absorbing atoms should
be recorded.

It was experimentally observed that upon introduction of

plugs of saturated vapor containing different amounts of mercury, dif
ferent peak heights were observed.

Additionally, it was noted that

the rise time of the peak from the time of injection was about 0.2
minutes.

Considering the flow rate of 1000 cm3/min, it seemed unlikely

that a 1 cm3 plug would be expanded beyond the 200 cm3 volume of the
light path in 0.2 min.

We therefore felt that this means of introduc

tion of mercury vapor was a legitimate and simple way to make compara
tive measurements of variables affecting instrument operation.

The pre

cision of the plug injection technique is presented in Table VII.

TABLE VI
PRECISION OF CONTINUOUS INJECTIONS
Injection Rate

Absorbance

Deviation

I ctn3/min @ 20° C

0.452

0.007

(1 3 .2 (j,g/m3 )

0 .6 0 8

0.149

0 .4 8 7

0.028

0.463

0.004

0.354

0 .1 0 5

0.367

0 .0 0 8

0.416

0 .0 4 3

0 .5 2 6

0 .0 6 7

Mean = 0.459

Standard Deviation = 0.076

0.66 cm3/min @ 20.8° C

0.410

0 .0 1 4

(9-3 M-g/m3 )

0 .3 8 6

0 .0 3 8

0 .5 0 6

0.102

0.438

0.014

0 .4 1 3

0.011

O.39O

0 .0 3 4

Mean = 0.424

Standard Deviation = 0.052

O .25 cm3/min @ 22° c

0 .3 9 2

0.046

(3-9 ng/m3)

0 .3 4 8

0 .0 0 2

0.227

0 .1 1 9

O .363

0 .0 1 7

0.435

0 .0 8 9

0 .2 5 0

0 .0 9 6

O .256

0 .0 9 0

0 .4 9 6

0 .1 5 0

Mean = 0.346
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Standard Deviation = O.O96

FIGURE 16
Diagram of Plug Injection Method
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TABLE VII
PRECISION OF PLUG INJECTIONS
Injection
Number*

Absorbance

Deviation

1

0.184

0 .0 0 8

2

O.I85

0 .0 0 9

3

0.175

0.001

4

0.178

0.002

5

0 .1 7 6

0.000

6

0.162

0.014

7

0.170

0 .0 0 6

Mean = O.I76
*10 cm3 of saturated vapor at 20° C
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Standard Deviation =0.009
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While the precision of the plug injections was better than the con
tinuous injections, it was felt that the continuous injections repre
sented more closely the conditions under which ambient air measure
ments were being made and involved fewer assumptions.

A comparative

study of the two techniques was made using the same carbon bed.

It

was assumed that all of the mercury introduced by a plug injection
absorbed light from the hollow cathode while contained in the 200 cm3
volume of the light path. Thus, when 1 cm3 of saturated vapor at 20° C
was introduced, the peak signal was assumed to represent 13.1 ng in a
volume of 200 cm3 .
I ^ n £
'x 10
102
cm3
2x
2cm3

Expressed in (j,g/m3 , this represents

I0f.cng
X

1 m3
m3
1

=
x

6 «- 5

m 3
n«>
103
ng

11g/m3
|J'g / m

■

The results of this comparison are shown in Figure 17.

Note that the

use of the calibration curve based on the plug injection would give a
value for the ambient air concentration (56 p.g/m3) which is twice that
given by the calibration curve for the continuous injection (23 p,g/m3 ).

5. Source Study and Line Evaluation
In performing preliminary work to determine if the 184.9 nm
resonance line for mercury is

more sensitive than the 2 5 3 .7 11111 line,

a mercury pen lamp was used to monitor plug injections in the unheated
atomizer-cell while flowing nitrogen gas.

The pen lamp was used ini

tially because of its good stability and relatively high intensity at
the 184.9 nm line.

Surprisingly, the sensitivities of the two reson

ance lines seemed to be the same under these conditions.

In an effort

to determine the relative sensitivities of these resonance lines,
several other sources were tested.

A germicidal mercury lamp (0Z)
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designed to produce ozone was used as a source with similar results.
The 184.9 nm and 2 5 3 .7 nm lines were absorbed to about the same extent
when the same number of mercury atoms were introduced.

A sealed Perkin-

Elmer mercury hollow cathode lacked sufficient intensity to study the

184.9 nm line.

Only in the case of the demountable hollow cathode was

this line shown to be the most sensitive.

The mercury cathode used

was prepared by amalgamating mercury metal with a copper cathode.
results of this study are shown in Figure 18.

The

While this study did not

demonstrate a great increase in sensitivity for the 184.9 11111 line over
the 2 5 3 .7 nm line, it did show that there are large differences in the
sensitivities observed with the different sources.

In the unheated

atomizer-cell, the greatest sensitivity is achieved when the amalgamated
demountable hollow cathode is used, followed by the OZ lamp, the sealed
hollow cathode, and the pen lamp.
In order to determine if the 184*9 nm resonance line was also
the most sensitive under normal operating conditions, a study was per
formed in which the atomizer-cell and carbon were heated.

The amal

gamated demountable hollow cathode was chosen as the source as it had
previously been found to be the only source capable of determining a
difference between the 184.9 and 255-7 nm lines.
study (Figure

19

The results of this

) indicated that the difference in sensitivity between

the two lines was enhanced when normal operating conditions were used.
This was also found in subsequent work.

Another interesting phenomenon

was noted upon comparing the data taken with the same source in the
heated and unheated cell.

As is shown in Figure 20, the unheated cell

yielded higher signals than the heated cell.
tiated that this was a general effect.

Further studies substan

The reason for this phenomenon
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is not readily apparent, but may be due in part to one or more of the
following considerations.
An increase in the temperature from ambient (20° C) to the
operating temperature of the heated cell (900° C) would increase the
number of mercury atoms in excited states and deplete the number of
ground state atoms capable of absorbing radiant energy from the source
for a given sample.

However, based on calculations showing the in

crease in the ratio of the number of excited to ground state atoms,
N j /Nq , upon increasing temperature by 1000° K for various elements, it
seems unlikely that this effect is significant.
that the ratio N./N
j o

Walsh28 calculates

at 3300° K for the cesium 852.1 nm resonance

line is k.44 x 10"4 and at 3000° K the ratio is 7«2^+ x 10~3 .

This

would mean that only 6j in 104 atoms would be depleted from the ground
state atoms capable of absorbing radiation.

Calculations for sodium,

copper and zinc yield similar results.
As was stated earlier, absorption lines are believed to be
broader (ca. 0 .0 0 3 nm) than lines emitted by the hollow cathode (ca.
0.001 nm), especially when flame atomizers are used.

An increase in

temperature from 20 to 900° C would certainly be expected to result in
increased broadening of the mercury absorption line relative to the
line emitted by the source.

Additionally, shifts in the center of the

absorption line are known to occur relative to the emission line center
when temperature is increased, especially in the case of elements where
hyperfine splitting is possible.

Hyperfine splitting occurs in elements

which exist in several stable Isotopes.

Mercury has seven stable iso

topes, so absorption line shifting would seem likely with increased
temperature.

The effect of absorption line broadening and shifting

relative to the emission line would be to decrease the absorption due
to a given sample.

These effects are illustrated in Figure 21.

A third factor that would easily explain a decrease in absorp
tion upon working at higher temperatures would be that the number of
sample atoms that are in the light path are fewer.

This could result

from a volume expansion of the vapor plug introduced into the heated
atomizer-cell.

One would expect that the volume of a plug would in

crease by a factor of 5 or 6 based on temperature differences.

In ad

dition, one would expect a considerable amount of diffusion of the plug
even at ambient temperatures.

If the plug were expanded sufficiently,

then some of the mercury vapor would be drawn out of the cell through
the exhaust ports before all of it had entered the light path from the
atomizer.

The shape of the absorption peaks should reflect this pheno

mena, with the maximum of the peak remaining constant as long as vapor
filled the light path.

Thus, flat-topped peaks should be observed if

the plug was expanded beyond the 200 cm3 volume of the light path.
However, the peaks resulting from the plug injections of mercury vapor
into the heated atomizer-cell were sharper than the peaks observed when
the cell was unheated.

Therefore, it was concluded that the most

probable explanation of the decreased absorption upon changing from
the unheated to heated cell was broadening and shifting of the absorp
tion line relative to the line emitted by the hollow cathode.
Since we were primarily concerned with determining the optimum
conditions for making ambient air measurements for mercury using the
heated atomizer-cell, further investigations using the unheated cell
were not pursued.

The source studies were repeated using the heated

atomizer-cell with results similar to those obtained with the unheated

FIGURE 21
Effect of Absorption Line Broadening and Shifting
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cell.

The amalgamated demountable hollow cathode was more sensitive

than the OZ or pen lamps.

These results are shown in Figure 22.

It appeared that the factor affecting lamp sensitivity was
the extent to which the mercury emission line deviated from monochromaticity.

It has been shown that the sensitivity of atomic ab

sorption measurements decreases as the emission line becomes less
monochromatic.57

Thus, any factor which causes broadening of the

emission line will decrease sensitivity.

Broadening of emission

lines can be caused by a number of factors.

Increases in temperature

or foreign gas pressure within a lamp are two such factors.

Self

reversal and hyperfine splitting of lines also contribute to de
creased sensitivity.

Consideration of these factors relative to

the lamps studied leads one to the conclusion that our results are
exactly what one would expect.
Presumably, the isotopic abundance of the mercury used in
manufacturing all of the lamps would be the same, so that broadening
of the emission line due to hyperfine splitting would not change from
lamp to lamp.

However, the temperature, pressure, and extent of self

reversal possible, certainly varies among the different lamps.

The

pen and OZ lamps are both of the vapor discharge type and differ mainly
in the amount and pressure of mercury vapor present in the lamp.
Neither lamp is cooled, so both would be expected to operate at about
the same temperature.

The pen lamp contains more mercury vapor at

higher pressure, so one would expect more self-reversal and pressure
broadening than in the OZ lamp.

This is consistent with our results.

The demountable hollow cathode has a water cooled cathode holder, thus
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maintaining a low temperature, and a flowing gas system to prevent
build-up of an atomic cloud, thereby minimizing the possibility of
self-reversal.

Additionally, the filler gas pressure is fairly low,

usually between 1 and 5 mm of Hg.

All of these factors would tend to

minimize line broadening and increase sensitivity.

The sealed hollow

cathode uses low gas pressures but is not cooled and suffers from
self-reversal.

Thus, one would expect that it would exhibit sensiti

vities intermediate between the discharge lamps and the demountable
lamp.

It should also be noted that broadening of emission

causes non-linear calibration curves to be obtained. 57

lines

Examination of

Figures 23-26 reveals that all of the calibration curves obtained for
mercury level off at high concentrations.

This is probably a result

of emission line broadening due to hyperfine splitting and isotopic
effects.
In order to test further the above supposition and further
increase the sensitivity of our measurements for mercury, a hollow
cathode utilizing a less volatile form of mercury was built.

The pre

vious cathode was made by amalgamating elemental mercury with a copper
cathode.

The new cathode used Hg2Cl2 fused in the copper cathode at

ca. 280° C.

It was felt that self-reversal

much less than with the amalgamated cathode.

by this cathode would be
Figure 22 shows the rela

tive sensitivities of the sources studied in the heated atomizer-cell
and clearly demonstrates that the fused hollow cathode was far superior
to the other sources, especially at the 184.9 nm resonance line.

After

its construction and testing was completed, the fused demountable hollow
cathode was used to make all the ambient air measurements.
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6.

Ambient Air Measurements
The optimum instrumental and experimental parameters described

in the preceding sections were employed in the measurements to determine
the mercury content of ambient air.

Dry tank air flowing at 1 A/min

was used as clean air to establish the recorder baseline at 0 $ absorp
tion.

Ambient air was then drawn into the atomizer-cell at the same

flow rate until a stable recorder trace was obtained.
minutes.)
tained.

(Usually 1-2

This process was repeated until a reliable value was ob
(Usually 2-5 times.)

molecular absorption.

This gave a signal due to atomic plus

The hydrogen lamp was then substituted for the

line source and the procedure repeated.
molecular contiibution.

This signal represented the

The average absorbance values for the two

sources were calculated and the net atomic contribution determined from
the difference between the values.

A separate calibration curve was

prepared each day using the continuous injection method.
of

mercury in

ambient

air

The concentration

was then read from the calibration curve.

Calibration curves used for some of the measurements are shown in Fig
ures 23-2 6 .

Results of ambient air measurements for mercury over a

two-week period are summarized in Table VIII.

The measurements were

made at the 184.9 11111 resonance line using the fused demountable hollow
cathode.

7.

Conclusion
The vacuum ultraviolet has been successfully exploited to

measure mercury concentrations in ambient air at the 184.9 11111 resonance
line.

A sensitivity of 0.1 |j,g/m3 is reported.

The 184.9 11111 line has

been shown to be more sensitive than the more widely used 253*7 11111 line.

TABLE VIII
MERCURY CONCENTRATIONS IN LABORATORY AIR
Mercury
Concentration
(ng/®3 )

Date
3/3/72
3/6/72

23

3/7/72

9

3/8/72

15

3/9/72

8

3/13/72

4

3/14/72

1
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Air saturated with mercury vapor has been found to be a simple and ef
fective means of calibration for the instrument described.
Several commonly used mercury sources were tested and wide
variations in sensitivity were found.

A fused Hg2Cl2 hollow cathode

used in a Barnes demountable lamp was found to be the most sensitive
source for atomic absorption measurements.
Atomic absorption by mercury vapor in an unheated cell was
found to be higher than in a heated cell.

B.

Arsenic
1.

Introduction
Arsenic and its compounds have long been known to man.

found in nature as the free element and in ores.
every metal ore in some amount and in coals.

It is

It is found in nearly

In fact, it is difficult

to keep arsenic out of metals in the smelting process.
three different forms; yellow, black, and gray.

It exists in

The most stable form

is the gray.

When heated, arsenic sublimes at 613° C at 1 atmosphere

of pressure.

Arsenic vapor exists as As 4 up to about 800°,58 where As2

becomes more important.
formed.

At higher temperatures, free arsenic atoms are

Arsenic metal is used mainly for the formation of arsenic

compounds and to harden lead shot.

It is not widely used in industry.

Compounds of arsenic find a variety of uses.

They are used

to a limited extent in medicine, rather widely as insecticides and in
bronzing and pyrotechnics.59i The arsenic compounds known as Scheeles
green and Paris green were used widely at one time as green pigment for
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paints, wallpaper, and In coloring confectionery and fancy desserts.60
The use of arsenic compounds In paint, wallpaper, and foodstuffs has
been discontinued since these compounds have been found to be poisonous
to man and animals.

If poison Is mentioned to the average layman,

arsenic will probably be the first substance that comes to mind.
cases of poisoning due to arsenic compounds have been reported.

Many
In one

instance a large number of beer drinkers in Lancashire became very ill.
The cause was finally found to be chronic arsenic poisoning from sul
furic acid used in refining the sugar used in brewing the beer.61
Most atmospheric arsenic pollution stems from smelting opera
tions, insecticides and the burning of coal with high sulfur content.
One instance of arsenic poisoning occurred when a large number of sheep
and horses died from eating grass and hay contaminated by dust from a
copper smelter.62

In some regions of the United States, arsenic enters

the atmosphere through burning of hulls and motes at cotton gins.
Arsenic acid is used as a defoliant before harvesting the cotton.
Arsenic concentrations of 69 ng/m3 have been reported around a coalburning power plant in Czechoslovakia.63

The arsenic content of hair

in 10-year old boys was found to be 3-1/2 times greater than normal in
a region close to another coal-burning power plant.64

Evidence for

carcinogenic effects of inhaled arsenic has been sought.65

A study of

the incidence of lung cancer in miners exposed to arsenic bearing dust
was found to be somewhat higher than in a normal population.
The maximum allowable concentration of arsenic in air has
been set at 5OO |j,g/m3 ,66 but normal atmospheric concentrations are
probably much less than this.

Arsenic concentrations in particulates

have been reported as ranging between 0.01 and 0.09 ng/tn3 in Texas air42
and as 0.02 fj,g/m3 in a nationwide survey.4
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No methods have been reported for the direct determination
of the total arsenic content in ambient air.

The concentrations of

arsenic in air reported above were obtained by the usual method of
filtering particulate matter from a large volume of air and the sub
sequent dissolution and analysis of these samples.
analysis of arsenic in solutions are varied.

Methods for the

Among the most sensitive

colorimetric methods is one which employs silver dlethyldithiocarbamafe
with a lower limit of detection reported as 0.2 i^g. 07

Neutron activa

tion methods have detection limits of 1 ng but are complex and time
consuming. 68

Several methods for the detection of arsenic involve the

production and subsequent analysis of arsine.

Decomposition of arsine

in heated glass tubing is used in the familiar Marsh test and the color
produced when this gas is liberated through treated filter paper is
widely used in the Gutzelt test.

Arsine generation and subsequent

analysis by emission spectrometry has been reported to give detection
limits of 1 to 5 ng. 69’ 70

Atomic absorption methods for arsenic also

involve arsine generation and analysis in flame71 and nonflame atomi
zers. 72

The original intention of this work was to investigate the

feasibility of utilizing the 189*0 nm resonance line for atomic absorp
tion measurements of arsenic rather than the more commonly used 193*7 ntn
line.

Additionally, the relative sensitivities of the three arsenic

resonance lines (I8 9 .O, 193*7, and 197*2 nm) which lie in the vacuum
ultraviolet portion of the spectrum were sought.

Arsenic is a diffi

cult element to determine by atomic absorption using flame atomizers
because of the high background contributed by flames in this spectral
region.

Nevertheless, measurements using the I8 9 .O nm resonance line

With flame atomizers have been reported. 73

The I8 9 .O nm line is especially difficult to work with be
cause molecular absorption by oxygen and nitrogen Increase as wave
The I8 9 .O nm line has been reported as the most

length decreases.

sensitive of the three lines. 3 6 *74

However, investigation of its

analytical possibilities using a nonflame atomizer seemed desirable.
The use of the 189*0 and 197.2 nm resonance lines with a carbon furnace
atomizer has been reported. 36

The instrument described in this Disser

tation was successfully employed to record signals due to arsenic in
ambient air at each of the three resonance lines in the vacuum ultra
violet.

However, all attempts to calibrate the apparatus for arsenic

signals failed.

Results suggest that the source of the difficulty is

a carbon-arsenic interaction.

2.

Experimental and Results
The basic apparatus used in all of the following studies is

that described in Section II of this Dissertation.

Modifications made

for specific studies will be described in the appropriate section.

A

summary of the basic instrument settings is given below:
RF Power:

80$

Atomizer-cell:
Amplifier:

48 cm long, 10 mm diameter light path (Figure 3 )

lock in mode, 87 Hz

As Demountable Hollow Cathode:
Flow gas:

He,

Ne, Current20-25 ma

Pressure:

2 -5

mm of Hg

Detector Voltage:
a.

J00 volts

Air Absorption and Flow Rate
In view of

mercury work for the

the

results offlow ratestudiesperformed in the

I8 5 .O to 200 nmwavelength region,

asimilar study

was undertaken at each of three arsenic resonance lines.

Since the

large volume cell used for mercury had been replaced by one with a
smaller volume, flow rates between 800 and 50 cm3/min were investigated.
Both atomic and molecular absorption was measured as a function of flow
rate at 189-0, 193-7> and 197-2 nm.

The baseline was established

using clean dry air from the air inlet system.

Ambient air was then

Introduced at the same flow rate until a stable signal was obtained.
Clean air was again introduced and the baseline re-established.

The

molecular background as a function of flow rate at each of the three
wavelengths is shown in Figure 2J.

At 189-0 and 197-2 nm, the absorp

tion does not appear to depend on flow rate and is nearly the same in
each case.

At 193-7 run5 however, the molecular absorption rises

gradually as flow rate increases.

This would seem to indicate that

there is a molecular species present in ambient air which absorbs more
strongly at l93-7-nm than the other two wavelengths.

It would also

seem to suggest that the atomizer carbon is more effective in destroy
ing this species at lower flow rates.
The net atomic signals, corrected for molecular absorbtion
are presented in Figure 28.

Note that flow rate seems to have very

little effect on the magnitude of these signals.

This becomes an im

portant observation in view of later results, as all of the calibration
studies indicate the possibility of an arsenic-carbon interaction.
This interaction could explain the lack of response of the atomic
signals to flow rate.

This study also demonstrates that the I8 9 .O nm

resonance is the most sensitive for arsenic measurements.

The sensiti

vity of the 193-7 and 197-2 nm lines is consistent with current find
ings.

A flow rate of 500 cm3/min was chosen as giving convenient instru

ment response times, and was used in most of the following studies.

FIGURE ;JY
Molecular Absorption vs. Flow Rate for Ambient Air Signals at
I8 9 .0 , 193.7, and 197.2 nm
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b.

Attempted Calibration Studies
(1.) Arsenic trichloride
A survey of available arsenic compounds indicated that arsenic

trichloride was sufficiently volatile that air saturated with its vapor
might be used to calibrate the instrument for arsenic signals.

Addi

tionally, the vapor pressure as a function of temperature was known.
Accordingly, the plug injection method was attempted using 2 cm3 of air
saturated with arsenic trichloride vapor at the three arsenic resonance
lines.

Small peaks were recorded, but were found to be entirely due to

molecular absorption.

Compounds containing chlorine were subsequently

found to exhibit high molecular background in this spectral region.
Close inspection of the injection port of the air inlet system revealed
that a white residue had formed as a result of these injections.

Ap

parently, enough moisture was present in the clean air stream to cause
hydrolysis of the arsenic trichloride.

Arsenic trichloride hydrolyzes

readily to form arsenious acid and hydrogen chloride and the latter
compound causes molecular absorption in our system.

Indications were

that the arsenic introduced in this manner never reached the atomizer
entrance and therefore could not produce an atomic signal.

To test

this hypothesis a small quantity (ca. 5 p.1) of arsenic trichloride
liquid was syringed onto a small carbon chunk which was dropped into
the atomizer entrance onto the heated carbon bed.
signal was noted

A large absorption

immediately which rose to about J0^> and began de

creasing slowly with time. A coating of arsenic metal was formed on the
cooler portions of the atomizer-cell and the exhaust ports as a result
of this experiment, indicating that if arsenic reached the atomizer
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carbon in large enough amounts It would be reduced and register a sig
nal.

The molecular absorption was monitored for the same process and

an initial peak was noted which returned Immediately to the baseline,
indicating that the previous signal was due to atomic absorption.
Arsenic trichloride was abandoned as a means of calibration.

(2.) Arsine
Arsine was proposed as a convenient means of introducing
arsenic into the clean air stream in a gaseous form.

It was prepared

by dropping HsSC^ into an arsenic solution containing zinc granules.
The arsine generated was trapped in a U-tube filled with glass beads
immersed in liquid nitrogen.

The U-tube was withdrawn from the liquid

nitrogen to produce gaseous arsine.

Introduction of a large (unknown)

quantity of arsine into the atomizer-cell resulted in an absorption
signal of 95$ which returned slowly to 70$ and remained constant at
this value.

Coatings of metallic arsenic were noted on the exhaust

ports and end windows of the cell.

Because the purity of the synthe

sized arsine was unknown and the preparation and release was difficult,
all further work with arsine was done with a commercially prepared
sample from Matheson Scientific.
The lecture bottle of arsine was fitted with a needle valve
and the gas was dispensed through a length of Tygon tubing into a glass
bottle.

The glass bottle was fitted with a rubber serum cap for sample

withdrawal and two glass stop-cocks to allow arsine to enter and exit.
The exit stop-cock was attached via Tygon gubing to a AgN03 solution
to absorb arsine.

The bottle was filled by opening the needle valve

and allowing gas to bubble through the absorbing solution until a black

precipitate began forming.
withdrawn with syringes.

The stop-cocks were then closed and arslne
Over a period of a few hours the walls of

the bottle and tubing attained a brown color indicating decomposition
of the arsine.

Arslne is purportedly stable in dry air, so evidently

small amounts of moisture were present in the glass bottle.

Efforts

to dry the tubing and bottle did not solve the decomposition problem.
Plug Injections of arsine (1 fj,l) gave peaks which reached a
maximum in 30 seconds and returned to the baseline over a period of
five minutes.

These peaks were not only very broad compared to the Hg

peaks, but were not reproducible.

Efforts to dilute arsine with dry

air so that arsenic concentrations in the 1 to 23 |i,g/m3 range could be
introduced gave peaks of the same general size.

It was only possible

to differentiate between different amounts of arsine when the quanti
ties introduced differed by a factor of 100 or more.

When large
I
amounts (0 .2 5 cm3 ) were introduced, a large absorption peak was noted
of about 70$ which returned slowly to 50$ and remained constant.
continuous injection of arsine was also tried.

A

Arsine was introduced

by a motor-driven 50 (j,l gas tight syringe into a stream of dry air
flowing at 100 cm3 /min.

This air stream was bled into the clean air

entering the atomizer at a point one-inch above the carbon bed.

An

absorption signal of 80$ was recorded which did not return to the
baseline when the syringe was stopped.

All of these results indicated

that the arsenic was being detained by some means in the atomizer-cell.
The carbon was suspected as one possible source of arsenic detention,
so an experiment was devised to test this hypothesis.

We were reason

ably certain that mercury vapor was not detained in traveling through
the cell so approximately equal concentrations of mercury and arsenic
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were introduced by plug injection into the system and the peak shapes
compared.

The inner sleeve containing the carbon was removed and the

same quantity of arsine was injected again.

The arsenic peak under

these conditions was nearly the same shape and duration as the mercury
peak.

These results are illustrated in Figure 2 9 .
There are two apparent explanations of arsenic detention in

the atomizer-cell when introduced in the form of arsine.
composes at 23O0 C.

Arsine de

With the atomizer carbon heated to I3OO0 C there

exists a temperature gradient in which 23O0 C occurs at some point
between the carbon and the atomizer entrance.

Upon traversing this

temperature zone, a portion of the arsenic produced by the decomposing
gas could easily be deposited on the walls of the inner sleeve as in
the Marsh test.

When arsine is no longer being introduced some of the

plated arsenic could be slowly released back into the air stream re
sulting in a broad peak of a constant absorption depending on the
quantity originally introduced.

However, this same phenomenon would be

expected to occur in the case where arsine was introduced into the
heated atomizer-cell without the carbon and inner sleeve.

We ob

served fairly sharp peaks in this situation which indicated that the
arsenic may be detained by another source.

The other possibility is a

carbon-arsenic interaction which seems the most likely case in view of
other observations.

(3 .) Carbon Disks
Disks of spectroscopic carbon, one-eighth to one-sixteenth
inch thick and one-fourth inch in diameter were impregnated with arsenic
solutions and dropped directly onto the heated atomizer carbon. Initially,

FIGURE 29
Comparison of AsH3 and Hg Injections
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molecular signals were noted at 193*7 ™n for the blank slivers, but it
was found that precleaning in the r.f. field eliminated this problem.
When 5 p,l of an aqueous arsenic solution was syringed on a cleaned
sliver and dropped into the atomizer, a large molecular signal was ob
served.

This molecular signal was found to be due to the solvent.

Predrying of impregnated

disks

at ca. 100° C to evaporate the water

effectively reduced this molecular background.

However, atomic signals

for arsenic were not observed upon introduction of the predried impreg
nated disks

when quantities of arsenic in the concentration range of

interest (ng) were used.
placed on the disk

Only when a large concentration (5 |ig) was

was an atomic signal noted.

This signal resembled

the arsine peaks, being rather slow rising and lasting about ten minutes.
Again, it appears that a carbon-arsenic interaction may be occurring.
It should be noted that all of the above work was done using
a four-inch carbon bed.

It was later discovered that reducing the bed

depth to one inch resulted in small broad atomic peaks when impregnated
disks

were introduced.

It was still not possible to differentiate

between different arsenic concentrations, however.

(it,) Platinum Loop

A loop of 20 gauge platinum wire attached to one-eighth inch
stainless steel rods was fabricated so that it could be lowered into
the atomizer entrance and suspended within one-half inch of the carbon
bed.

A 6 .3 volt filament transformer powered by a variac was used to

supply current for heating the platinum loop.

A diagram of this arrange

ment is shown in Figure 30*
Arsenic solutions of concentrations ranging from 0.5 to
(ig/ml were prepared and syringed onto the loop with a 10 (j,l syringe.

FIGURE 50
Diagram of Platinum Loop Injector
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Volumes of solution from 3 to 10 y>l were employed, resulting in arsenic
concentrations ranging from 1 .5 to 200.ng.

Initial observations indi

cated that the arsenic came off the platinum loop immediately upon
being lowered close to the hot atomizer carbon and that heating the
loop further did not drive off more arsenic.

The molecular background

observed when using the platinum loop was very small.

The atomic ab

sorption signals noted, however, did not vary significantly no matter
what concentration of solution was used.

The maximum peak height ob

served was 20$ and peak durations were from 30 seconds to three minutes,
depending on the volume of solution used.
used for these studies.

A four-inch carbon bed was

These results again indicated that arsenic was

l>eing held up in its journey through the atomizer-cell.

(5 .) Direct Drop Injections
Several attempts were made to calibrate the instrument by
dropping arsenic solutions from a microliter syringe directly onto the
carbon bed.

When using a four-inch carbon bed and a flow rate of

500 cm3 /min, it was found that the molecular absorption was always 70
to 90$, and that the peak heights were not reproducible.

This was ob

served at each of the arsenic resonance lines below 200 nm.

Addition

ally, one could not differentiate between different quantities of
arsenic introduced by this method.
Peak areas were also investigated for possible correlation
with arsenic concentrations.

A study was performed in which 5 (i.1 of

solutions containing 0 .5 , 5 and 50 ng of arsenic were injected at
I8 9 .O and 193.7 nm.

Three injections were made for each concentration

at each wavelength for both the hydrogen and atomic lamps.

Peak areas
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were measured by three methods:
cutting and weighing.

triangulation, a plainimeter, and

Upon evaluating the data, no correlation was

found between concentration and peak area.
In an effort to reduce the molecular background signal from
water, the possibility of using nonaqueous solvents was investigated.
It was believed that the molecular absorption in the case of water was
due to hydrogen produced by the reactions:
H20 + CO = C02 + H2 .

HgO + C = CO + H 2 , and

Accordingly, an organic solvent was sought which

contained a lower percent of hydrogen than water.

A survey of organic

solvents was undertaken to determine one which exhibited a low mole
cular background that might be used as a vehicle for arsenic introduction.
The results of this survey at the arsenic 197.2 nm resonance line and for
resonance lines of several other elements is discussed in Section V of
this Dissertation.
Formic acid was chosen as the nonaqueous solvent to use in this
regard.

Solutions of

arsenic in formic acid were prepared by dilution of

microliter quantities of an aqueous 1,000 (j,g/ml arsenic stock solution.
Introduction of 5 jj,1 of the formic acid solutions resulted in decreased
molecular background with peak heights ca. 20$ compared to 80$ for water.
Unfortunately, no difference was seen between the atomic and molecular
signals.

Injection of different arsenic concentrations did not yield

proportional peak heights.
An interesting phenomenon was observed on several occasions when
dropping in solutions

of arsenic in formic acid and later for aqueous

solutions and arsine injections.

Upon addition of 5 (j.1 of arsenic solu

tion, a sharp peak occurred immediately which returned to the baseline
quickly.

At some later time, usually between 1 and 10 minutes, a second

peak would occur which rose slowly to ca. 1)0 $ and then returned suddenly

A diagram of this behavior is presented in Figure 3 I.

to the baseline.

The appearance and disappearance of these peaks was completely unpre
dictable.

The duration varied from less than a minute to several min

utes and on some occasions did not ever return to the baseline.

In some

instances the peaks did not appear until several injections had been
made and in others several peaks appeared following a single injection.
The shape and behavior of the peaks is similar to those obtained with
an over-loaded gas chromatography column.

When this phenomenon occurred

we were never able to detect any molecular absorption except that which
occurred upon introduction of the drop of arsenic solution.

We concluded

that these peaks represented atomic absorption due to arsenic slowly
being released from someplace in the atomizer-cell by an unknown mech
anism.

The same phenomenon was also observed for aqueous solutions and

arsine injections.

We were unable to determine the conditions which

caused this behavior and therefore could not reproduce it.

When it did

occur, however, it usually continued as long as the instrument was run.
A possible arsenic-carbon interaction is also suggested by these results.

3.

Bed Depth and Flow Studies

In all of the calibration attempts using the four-inch carbon
bed, the data obtained indicated that arsenic was being detained in the
atomizer-cell, most likely by a carbon-arsenic interaction.

The carbon

bed depth was varied to determine what effect less carbon had on the
results.

A two-inch carbon bed was tried at the 193*7 nm resonance

line, but no improvement
because of the
molecular

high

was noted when

dropping in aqueous solutions

molecular background.

absorption problem,

In order

several studies

to avoid

the

were performed at

the less sensitive 235*0 11111 arsenic line which does not lie in the vacuum

Absorption

ABSORPTION

A - Direct drop, As in HCOOH

Trace
Bleed-Off

PER C E N T

of As
Behavior

TIME

(m in u te s )
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ultraviolet.

Injection of microgram quantities of arsenic on a one-inch

carbon bed indicated that one could differentiate between solutions of
different arsenic concentrations under these conditions.

The results of

a study in which 5 fj,g of arsenic was dropped onto carbon beds of 1, 2, 3,
and 4 inches at a flow rate of 300 cm3/min are shown in Figure 3 2 .

This

study clearly indicates that the smaller carbon bed results in the pro
duction of more arsenic atoms capable of absorbing radiant energy from
the hollow cathode.

The atomic signals presented were corrected for

molecular background which was nearly the same for each bed depth.

A

bed depth smaller than one inch was tried, but the r.f. generator could
not be tuned to couple with the smaller bed.
The only other variable which might affect the arsenic through
put of the atomizer-cell, which we could control, was flow rate.

Ac

cordingly, a one-inch bed was used to study the effect of dropping 5 M<S
of arsenic solutions into the cell at the 235.0 nm line.

The results of

this study are given in Figure 35 f°r flow rates from 50 to 5OO cm3 /min.
The magnitude of the corrected atomic signal is seen to increase with in
creasing flow rate. This would seem to indicate that more absorbing arsenic
atoms are produced when the sample introduced spends less time in contact
with the atomizer-cell.

The opposite would be expected. The molecular back

ground was also found to increase with increasing flow rate in this and in a
similar study performed at 193*7 nm when 5 (j,l of a solution containing 5 |xg
of arsenic was introduced.

This observation would seem to indicate that

the solvent is more effectively dissociated if it spends more time in con
tact with the atomizer carbon.
Comparison of Carbon Disk and Direct Drop
It was believed that the previously described studies provided
strong evidence for an arsenic-carbon interaction.

In order further to
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test this hypothesis, 2 p,g of arsenic contained in 2 jj,1 of solution
was introduced into a one-inch bed by two methods.

In one case, it

was introduced directly from the syringe into the atomizer and in the
other case it was placed on a carbon
the atomizer.

disk

which was then dropped into

The 197-2 nm resonance line was used for this comparison.

It was reasoned that the molecular signal should be the same for both
methods of introduction since the same volume of solvent containing the
same amount of arsenic was used.

It was also felt that unless the

arsenic interacted with the carbon disk
be observed in both cases.
disk ,

, the same size signal should

If the arsenic did interact with the carbon

a reduced atomic absorption signal should occur.

Figure Jk

illustrates the atomic absorption signals observed for this experiment.
It is apparent that the signal in the case of the carbon disk
preciably lower than with the direct drop.

is ap

These results again suggest

an arsenic-carbon interaction.

5.

As 4 and As2 Study
Arsenic vapor exists mostly in the form of As4 molecules up

to temperatures of 800° C.
1.

As 4

2.

As 2

The following equilibria exist:

2As2
s2

2As

At a total pressure of 75° n®1 of Hg the partial pressures of
the three species at temperatures of 800, 1,000, and 1,200° C are re
ported in Table IX. 75
These data indicate that the formation of As4 molecules is
favored at the temperatures present in the atomizer-cell in the absence

FIGURE
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TABLE IX
PARTIAL PRESSURES DUE TO As4 , As2 , AND As MOLECULES

Species

Partial Pressure (mm of Hg)
c
1000° C
1200° C

8000

As 4

696.2

529-4

452.6

As 2

47.6

198.4

216.4

22.3

81.0

As

5.21
Total Pressure
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- 750 mm

of Hg

of other competing equilibria.

If one assumes that arsenic enters the

atomizer in the form of a compound, AsX, at the atomizer temperature
of 1,300° C and in the reducing atmosphere, this species should disso
ciate to give free arsenic atoms:

AsX

As + X.

At this temperature,

however, the formation of As2 and A s 4 is still favored.

On the basis

of partial pressures £a. 85$ of the arsenic thus produced would react
to form As2 and As4 leaving 15$ as free arsenic atoms.

At the light

path temperature of 9OO0 C, only £a. Vjo e-: the arsenic introduced would
exist as ground state atoms capable of absorbing radiation from the
hollow cathode.

An equilibrium reaction between arsenic and carbon

would complicate interpretation of the above data and the effect of
each process would require knowledge of reaction rates under the con
ditions present in the atomizer-cell.
Molecular absorption bands due to As2 or As4 were sought in
the wavelength region between I89 and J>00 nm.

A deuterium lamp was

used as the source and a 20 cm long, 25 mnt diameter quartz tube wrapped
with asbestos coated resistance wire was used as a cell.

A small piece

of arsenic metal was placed in the cell and heated to 800° C.

Upon

scanning this wavelength region, no difference could be detected be
tween the spectrum observed for the empty heated cell and arsenic-filled
cell.

The same procedure was repeated at each of the emission lines of

the arsenic demountable hollow cathode between I89 and JOO nm.

No ab

sorption that could be attributed to the A s 4 or As2 molecules was ob
served.

6*

Discussion
The results

of all of the studies with arsenic

the arsenic samples introduced into
the atomizer into the

the atomizer-cell do

indicate that
not exit from

light path in a form that can be detected by

atomic absorption unless large quantities are used.
tions of these observations include the following:

Possible explana
Arsenic may be

deposited on or react with the quartz either immediately prior to the
atomizer carbon or at some point in the light path.

This explanation

seems especially attractive when considering arsine introduction because
of the ease with which it decomposes.

Arsenic could also be lost to

the walls of the inner sleeve when the platinum loop injector is used.
We have observed that when drops of arsenic solutions are directly in
troduced onto the heated bed a small explosion occurs and some material
is blown toward the atomizer entrance.
walls could occur when this happens.

Some sample loss to the quartz
Introduction of undried impreg

nated carbon slivers would be subject to a similar loss.

However,

because air is being continuously drawn over the rods, it is difficult
to see how all of the arsenic introduced would be lost by this method.
Changing the size of the carbon bed should not affect the amount of
sample splattered on the w a l l s , although an increased flow rate might
reduce the loss.
A second possible explanation would be some sort of equili
brium process involving the original arsenic compound, AsX, and the
species A s 4 , A s 2 , and As.

It seems reasonable that some fraction of

the sample would end up as A s 4 c* A s s .

These species, when traversing

the light path, would be incapable of absorbing the atomic lines emitted
by the arsenic hollow cathode and would make it appear that arsenic was
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not coming through the cell.

The results obtained with the one-inch

bed and those which indicated more absorption with increasing flow
could be explained in terms of these equilibria.

If the production of

As atoms from the sample is assumed to occur at a faster rate than the
formation of A s 2 and A s 4 , then decreasing the bed depth and increasing
the flow rate would favor the faster process because less time would be
allowed for the formation of A s 2 and A s 4 .

It is difficult to explain

the spontaneous arsenic bleed-off signals and the difference between
the direct drop and carbon sliver response by this means.
The theory which seems
is an arsenic-carbon interaction.

best to explain all of the results
While no compounds have been re

ported as a result of a direct arsenic-carbon reaction, the prepara
tion and properties of arsenic carbide, AsC3 , has been described.76
This compound is reported to explode when heated or rubbed so its
formation at I3OO0 C in our atomizer seems unlikely.

Whatever the

interaction, the conclusion seems inescapable that arsenic is detained
in traversing through the carbon.

Perhaps some combination of this

and the above-mentioned factors contributes to the observed behavior.

7 . Conclusion
Ambient air measurements for arsenic in the vacuum ultraviolet
showed that the 189-0 nm resonance line was the most sensitive followed
by the 193-7 and 197-2 nm lines. Attempts at calibration of the instru
ment using arsenic trichloride vapor, arsine, a platinum loop injector,
carbon disks

and direct drop injections were unsuccessful.

The results

of the calibration studies indicated a possible arsenic-carbon inter
action.

It was concluded that ambient air measurements for arsenic could

not be performed with this instrument in its present form.

V.

A.

MOLECULAR ABSORPTION

Introduction

Samples introduced into atomic absorption atomizers are seldom
in a form such that only the atomic absorption due to the element of
interest need be considered.

The sample is nearly always contained in

a matrix which may interfere with the atomic absorption measurement de
sired.

The matrix may interfere with the volatilization of the desired

component or may absorb in the same wavelength region as the element to
be measured.

This study is concerned with the molecular background ab

sorption that may be contributed by the sample matrix.
Errors due to molecular absorption of the sample matrix arise
when the broad molecular absorption bands overlap the narrow atomic
line of interest.

There are several approaches which can be used to

eliminate or correct for molecular background.

When using flame atomi

zers, where samples must be Introduced in solution form, a blank can
usually provide the necessary correction.

However, the matrix in many

natural samples (biological, environmental) is difficult to reproduce.
In flameless atomizers which use carbon, the matrix is de
stroyed by drying and ashing steps prior to analysis.

This procedure

not only requires extensive equipment for control of current and voltage
to produce the correct temperature, but does not insure that the matrix
is entirely destroyed before the analysis is undertaken.

Precise pre

drying and ashing cycles must be determined for each matrix.

Addition

ally, loss of the element to be determined during these pretreatment
steps is quite likely.7 7 *78
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A third approach Is to employ a minimum of pretreatment to
remove the bulk of the matrix, and simultaneously measure both the
molecular and atomic absorption.

The molecular signal can be measured

by using a continuum source, as described earlier, 54 and this signal
subtracted electronically from the signal measured with the atomic
source.

This procedure Is preferable to one employing extensive pre-

•treatment of the sample because sample losses are less likely.

Some

commercial instruments use this procedure to correct for background
absorption.

Consecutive measurements of the same sample and matrix

can be made by use of the continuum source to measure background absorp
tion and the atomic source to measure atomic plus background.
The instrument described in this Dissertation has recently
been employed for analysis of liquid77 and solid as well as gaseous
(air) samples.

Since this apparatus is operated on a continuous basis,

the entire sample and matrix is burned in the atomizer.

The combustion

products produced when the sample travels through the atomizer have
been found to give very little molecular absorption for a variety of
solvents, especially at wavelengths greater than 21T.0 nm. 79

Utiliza

tion of this instrument at these wavelengths can effectively reduce
the problem of molecular absorption.

B.

Experimental and Results
The small volume atomizer-cell (Figure 3 ) was used with a

four-inch carbon bed.

A flow rate of 100 cm3/min was found to allow

sufficient time for dissociation of the> molecular species and was used
for all measurements.

Demountable hollow cathodes were used in the

Barnes Glomax system for all atomic absorption measurements.

Molecular
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signals were determined at the resonance lines of interest using a
deuterium lamp.

The detector used was the R106 photomultiplier with a

monochromator slit width of 200 microns (0.4 nm spectral slit width).
The amplifier was operated in the ACVM mode with the chopper providing
an AC signal of 5^0 Hz.
The solvents were introduced in 5 p.1 quantities by dropping
them directly onto the carbon bed via a 10 (j,l Hamilton syringe.

Both

atomic and molecular signals were measured for each solvent tested.
The solvents and resonance lines studied were chosen as being represen
tative of those that might be used in practical analyses.

Deionized

water and A.C.S. Reagent Grade solvents were used.
The results of this study are summarized in Table X.

Ten

resonance lines, ranging from 184.9 to 422.6 nm were monitored for
atomic and molecular absorption from eight solvents.

Several solvents

are shown to contain elemental impurities as is demonstrated by the
atomic signals measured.

Some molecular absorption is observed for all

of the solvents at wavelengths less than 217-0 nm, but at longer wavelengths it is zero or very small.

Water, as expected, shows particularly

large molecular absorption at short wavelengths.

C.

Discussion
The molecular absorption observed below 217-0 nm is believed

to be primarily due to the combustion products which result from burning
the solvents in the atomizer.

In some cases, incomplete combustion

may result in absorption by undissociated or partially dissociated sol
vent molecules.

At the atomizer temperature of I3OO0 C, organic

TABLE X
MOLECULAR AND ATOMIC ABSORBANCE VALUES FOR VARIOUS SOLVENTS AT
RESONANCE LINES OF INTEREST (5 ^1 sample size)

Wavelength (nm)

Water

Benzene

Toluene

Solvent
Formic
Heptane
Acid

Acetone

MIBK

Buty]
Amine

Molecular
Atomic

.349
•370

.015
.025

.012
.055

.011
.046

.003
.008

.002
.017

.002
}025

.087
.121

197.2
(As)

Molecular
Atomic

.228
.226

.025
.005

.025
.005

.026
.005

.012
0

.015
.008

.010
.005

.080
.034

215.8
(Zn)

Molecular
Atomic

.100
.272

.022
.092

.020
.158

.012
•213

.016
.169

.009
.133

.012
.138

.028
.163

217.0
(Pb)

Molecular
Atomic

.022
.176 '

0
.060

0
.064

0
-3"
ON
0•

0
.528

0
.182

0
.108

0
.151

22 8.8
(Cd)

Molecular
Atomic

.027
.296

.008
.278

.012
.146

.007
60

.007
.177

.005
.190

.007
.243

0
.005

252.0
(Ni)

Molecular
Atomic

0
.005

0
0

0
.005

0
0

0
.005

0
0

0
0

0
0

255.7
(Hg)

Molecular
Atomic

0
.005

0
0

0
.005

0
00
0
0•
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184.9
(Hg)

0
.003

0
.003

0
.003

0
.002

28 5.2
(Mg)

Molecular
Atomic

0
.111

0
.106

0
.119

0
.122

0
.005

0
.078

0
.102

0
.070
Continued

TABLE X - Continued
328.0
(Ag)

Molecular
Atomic

0
.008

0
.005

0
.003

0
.006

0
.006

00

422.6
(Ca)

Molecular
Atomic

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0 0
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molecules should be consumed by the process:
CH
x y

+

C

+

might absorb.
H^O

+

C

=

course, is

02

^CO

+

^

+

C, producing only CO and H2

which

Water should react according to the reaction:
CO

+

H2 , again producing CO and H2 .Nitrogen, of

also present In the air drawn through the atomizer, but is

believed to travel through unreacted.
determined

(not balanced)

Absorption by

CO and N2 has been

to be zero at wavelengths longer than 200 nm.

Hydrogen ab

sorption is very small at wavelenghts longer than 220 nm but becomes
progressively greater at wavelengths less than 210 nm.
The relatively high molecular absorption observed for water
at the shorter wavelengths is presumably due to its greater hydrogen
content.

D.

Conclusion
As is apparent from the results, atomic absorption measure

ments for many elements can be made using a variety of solvents without
interference from molecular absorption when using the instrument de
scribed in this Dissertation.
tical errors are avoided.

In these cases, sample losses and analy

Where small amounts of molecular absorption

exist, correction can be effected by use of a continuum source, pre
ferably at the same time the atomic measurement is made.

An automatic

background corrector for this instrument has been designed, but is not
yet in use.

Currently, separate measurements must be made with the line

and continuum sources to correct for molecular absorption in those in
stances where it is necessary.
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